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This country report represents the basic background material covering policy,
institutions, assistance and perceived needs relating to 5MB development. It has been
compiled by the National Agency for the Development of Small and Medium
Enterprises within a framework developed by the UNIDO project. Together with the
results of follow-up discussions, interviews and workshops involving key institutions
and personnel, this report has provided the basis for the comparative analysis inPart I.

This document has been reproduced without formal editing.

The views expressed in this document are those of the author's and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization.

The annexes are reproduced in the form in which they were received.
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BROAD ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES

The Ministry with prime responsibility for SME policy

The Ministry of Economy has generally the prime responsibility for the formulation and
implementation of state policy for SME development (including coordination of
support and support measures).

The National Agency for Development of Small and Medium Enterprises (NADSME)
is the executing institution', which was established by the Ministry of Economy in 1993
on the basis of the January 1993 government resolution. It is the prime agency with
responsibility lor S:ME policy and development in Slovakia, and acts independently of
the government, but with relevant ministries represented on its board. The Chief
Executive or person responsible for SMEs from most key national institutions with
SME interest (for example, the Slovak Chamber of Commerce, the Association of
Entrepreneurs" Slovak National Agency for Foreign Investment and Development, the
Union of Craftsmen) are also represented. The agency is generally viewed as
independent of the government and as such an objective force for SME development.
It does, however, have close links with the government; its former General Director is
the current Secretary of State for the Economy.

The main responsibilities ofNADSME are:

• To recommend to government the policy and strategy necessary for the
development of the small and medium enterprise sector;

• To identify and analyse the barriers to enterprise development and to suggest ways
to eliminate them;

• To cooperate with financial institutions on credit and guarantee schemes aimed at
the stimulation and development of small and medium enterprises in the Slovak
Republic;

• To support Regional Advisory and Information Centres (RAICs), cooperate with
Business Innovation Centres (BICs) and with other business advisory centres in the
Slovak Republic with the aim of developing the management, marketing, financial
and technical skills of individuals, necessary in smaIl and medium sized business;

• To cooperate with existing European information networks and databases in the
field of business;
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• To promote enterprise awareness amongst the public through advertising
campaigns; to issue information literature; to organize conferences, seminars and
exhibitions;

• To manage European Commission aid to the SJ\.1Esector in the Slovak Republic;

• To act in cooperation with domestic and foreign sponsors on behalf of small and
medium enterprises in the Slovak Republic.

Government departments with small business development roles

Ministry of Finance

The Ministry of Finance is concerned with tax: incentives for SMEs. It established the
Slovak Guarantee Bank as a state financial institution, which provides a guarantee
programme and contributions to cover part of the interest on commercial credits.

Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family

This Ministry is responsible for the provision of support for the creation of new jobs.
It also has a support programme for helping individuals to retrain and transfer to new
entrepreneurial activities.

The Ministry's 'Fund for Employment' is managed on a tripartite basis with
representatives on the Board from the Ministry, the State, employers and unions. The
Fund is nationally funded through a tax: on employees (1% of wages) and employers
(3% of wages). Seventy per cent of the revenue is for new job creation (interest-free
refundable and non-refundable grants for loans to S:MEs, which can pay up to twenty-
four percent on loans from bank). The other 30% is to fund retraining of the
unemployed (partially for start-up).

The Ministry also administers regional development programmes funded through
PHARE and the !LO, providing 'requalification' training for declining sectors (for
example, mining).

Ministry of Interior

This Ministry has responsibility for state activities which emanate from the Small
Business Code.
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is responsible for the coordination of foreign
multilateral and bilateral assistance, includingthat directed to the 5MB sector.

Ministry of Agriculture

The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for support to SMEs operating in the
agricultural sector, managing financialgrants and tools.

The degree of coherence and cooperation between government departments

The current system allows an acceptable level of cooperation, but the prevailing view
is that it is still necessary to define further and in more detail the structure,
relationships and competencies which relate to the 5MB sector, and that cooperation
could be improved.

Cooperation "vithNADSME is viewed as being good (with both government ministries
and SME representative organizations), and to an extent this agency forms the
communication channel between ministries.

With regard to foreign support, this is all channelled through the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the national coordinating body for multi- and bilateral support, which deals
with each Ministry as appropriate. Management and coordination is therefore
relatively coherent.

The overall !itatement of government economic and social policy and priorities

Statements are contained in:

• The resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic on the revival strategy of
economic:development of the SlovakRepublic, September 1992 (where SMEs are
defined as one of the key factors of economic development);

• The resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic, January 1993, on the
establishment ofNADSME;

• The resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic, May 1993, on the
Programme of Complex Support to SMEs;
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• The resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic on the Report on the
State and Development of SJ\.1Esin 1993;

• Programme Declaration of the Government of the Slovak Republic, January 1995;

• Act on the State Support of S:ME (Act No. 100/1995 Dig.);

• Legislative framework of active policy for the labour market, mainly Acts on
Employment;

• Decree 210/1994 Dig. on the procedure for the creation of socially useful jobs and
the organization of publicly beneficial activities.

Specific references to SME development

The economic policy of the Government is created by the Ministry of Economy. One
of the priorities of economic transformation in Slovakia is the development of, and
support for, SMEs. The most important activities are listed below,

Programme of complex support to SMEs

The main goal of the programme is to create favourable conditions for the creation and
development of SMEs through 'financial tools', 'institutional tools' and 'legislative
tools',

Establishment of the National Agency for Development of Small and Medium
Enterprises (NADSME)

The primary 'institutional tool' is NADSME, which is responsible for multilateral and
bilateral support to benefit SMEs. The Agency cooperates with the PHARE supported
network of Regional Advisory and Information Centres (RAICs) and Business
Innovation Centres (BICs), which represent a significant institutional tool of support to
SMEs, and with other institutions such as Business Advisory Centres, Regional
Development Agencies and Science and Technology parks.

State development programmes

There are specific programmes for tourism development and industrial production
using domestic raw materials; for economic activities which result in savings in the
areas of energy consumption and imported raw materials.
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Industrial development policy and the role of the SME

A resolution of the Government was accepted on the industrial policy of the Slovak
Republic. The resolution contains specific targets/roles for SME development.

Regional development policy

The statement of regional development policy is contained in: (i) the Principles of
Regional Policy approved by the resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic
in 1991; and (ii) the Regional Policy of the Government of the Slovak Republic. This
document was prepared for negotiation with the Government of the Slovak Republic in
1995. The latter document mentioned above links regional policy with SME
development very generally.

Overall statement of policy for SMEs

There is an overall statement of policy for SMEs, represented by the Programme of
Complex Support of SMEs in the Slovak Republic passed by the government within
Decree No. 331 on 25 May 1993. The main task of this Programme is to create
favourable conditions for the development of SMEs. To achieve this, the Programme
defined the current and proposed forms of state support through financial, institutional
and legislative means.

Financial m~:ansrepresent a system of direct and indirect financial support for starting-
up and developing SMEs.

Institutional means represent a system of various support institutions and
organizations, the most important of which are NADSME, the RAICs, the BICs and
the Slovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

Legislative means create a legal framework of state and non-state support for SMEs.
The basis is the Act on State Support of SMEs.

Apart from this, NADSME prepares for the Government twice a year a report on the
state of SfvlEs, and proposes necessary measures which, after being approved by the
government, become the basis for setting long-term tasks in this sector. The 1994
report has been submitted to the Government (Annex I).
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In addition, NADSME organized in December 1995 the first conference on SMEs
which, as an output, provided recommendations to the government on:

• Legislation and taxation;
• Company counselling, education and information support to Sl\1Es;
• Financial support programmes.

(Annex ITfor a summary of the recommendations.

The process by which policy and SME development goals are set

NADSMB's report on the state of 5MB is submitted to the National Council of the
Slovak Republic for approval, after being approved by the government. Generally this
report on the state of S:MEs, after approval by the parliament, is published in the media
and distributed by NADSME.

Operationally, NADSMB has a central role in ensuring that recommendations and
decisions are acted upon. Members of key 5MB organizations and ministries are
represented on NADSMB's board which facilitates communication and coordination.
The process involved is opaque. However, the strong national support structure which
has been set up is evidence of activity.

At a regional level, targets are agreed for the RAICs and BICs, and NADSMB
monitors, through monthly reports, their performance in terms of penetration of the
local 5MB population and services delivered.

Another semi-formal channel to the government which contributes to crafting and
amending national 5MB policy has been instituted in the form of the recent conference
on 5MBs. The output forms recommendations to the Government.

Information on the health of the SME population

A considerable amount of available information and analysis is included in the report
on the state of SMEs.

Apart from standard general econOmIC indicators, information coordinated by
NADSMB includes:

• Number of entrepreneurs in the Slovak Republic (1990 onwards - 'tradesmen
doing business');

• Number of entrepreneurs by region (1991 onwards - 4 regions);
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• Number of entrepreneurs by district (1992 and 1994 - 38 districts);
• Sectoral distribution of small enterprises;
• Small enterprise population by type (more detailed sectoral analysis);
• Development of the number of S1\.1Es, 1991 onwards (divided into 'small' and

'medium' S1\.1Es: profit-oriented companies which are legal entities);
• Regional development of the number of SMEs (1991 onwards);
• Structure of selected legal forms of SMEs (i.e. limited, state companies,

entrepreneurs registered in Slovak Republic, joint stock companies, cooperatives,
partnerships);

• Development of selected legal forms of S1\.1Es( 1991 onwards);
• Development ofS:MEs by type of ownership (1991 onwards);
• Contribution of S:MEs to production output;
• Death of S:MEs (1991 onwards);
• Death ofS:MEs by broad industrial sector (1991 onwards);
• Death of S1\.1Elegal entities ( 1991 onwards).

Data on the contribution of S:MEs to employment are:

• Structure of employment in the S1\.1E sector (using employee-number
classifications: up to 10, 11-24,25-99, 100-499);

• Number of employees in SMEs, by size and broad industrial sector.

The Office of Statistics is in the process of collecting information and statistics for each
city and village and creating regional databases with employee sizeband data and a
production database.

The needs of SMEs perceived by policy makers

The perceived needs are included in the Programme of Complex Support of S1\.1Es.
Evidence for this results from cooperation between NADS:ME, the network of RAICs
and BICs and the Association of Entrepreneurs of Slovakia. They are informed
through thc~report as well as using different bilateral discussions and meetings.

SME finance is identified as a key need, specifically:

• Longer term loans;
• Micro credit (the loans currently available are too big for micro businesses);
• Guarantees (a view was expressed by some in the SME support network that there

are sufficient funds to provide finance to S1\.1Es;the problem is that they cannot
obtain a guarantee, particularly without collateral);

• Soft loans.
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Regionally, education and trammg gaps were identified; specifically in Eastern
Slovakia, which is weakest in terms of marketing due to traditional dependence on
guaranteed Ukrainian/Russian markets. Training and education are concentrated in
Bratislava. Areas of high unemployment (such as Spisskä Nova Yes) are in need of
intensive attention to rejuvenate the decimated economy (in this case due to closure of
mines) in order to build an SME population.

Marketing in SMEs is generally weak, but demand remains greater than supply in the
economy, therefore to date competition has not been a major issue for SMEs.
However, this is likely to change as the economy develops.

The Chamber of Commerce has recently been instructed by the Government to move
from compulsory to voluntary membership. The impact of this will be that the
Chamber will be unable to provide free services for SMEs. The majority of their
counselling and advice was provided in the first year of start-up, and this is likely now
to cease, given the majority of new businesses' inability or unwillingness to pay for
counselling and advice.

The vision of long-term sustainability

The vision regarding long-term sustainability of activity in SME policy and programme
development is included in the principles of the industrial policy. It is reviewed yearly
on the basis of the findings resulting from the report on the state of SMEs.

The vision is promoted through NADSME and at a grass roots level. At policy level
the vision is dependent on government priorities, which are considered unpredictable.
Consequently, it is difficult to plan for the long term.

The RAICs receive the majority of their income at present from PHARE, and whilst
making tremendous efforts to generate income independently, survival may be difficult
if European Union (EU) funding is discontinued. EU funding is in place on a
diminishing scale for another two/three years, by which time the situation may be
different. However, if the British model of enterprise development is taken as an
example, the British enterprise agencies have never achieved total self-sufficiency. It is
questionable whether a similar organization operating in the Slovak economy will be
any better positioned to achieve financial independence.
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REGULATORY POLICY

Priorities in the regulatory environment

Statements are contained in the following documents:

• Programme Declaration of the Government of the Slovak Republic, January 1995~
• Plan of Legislative Tasks of the Government for 1995~
• Annual Report on the state of SMEs for 1993, 1994.

In addition, the 1995 conference on SMEs created a list of recommendations for SME
legislative changes. These are included in Annex II.

The Plan of Legislative Tasks of the Government for 1995 and the Legal Impediment
Study (NADSME, 1994) takes specific account of SME problems. Both the Ministry
of Economy of the Slovak Republic - Department of Regional Policy and Business
Development, and the National Agency for Development of Small and Medium
Enterprises ]participate in the creation of legislation relevant to SMEs.

NADSME is very much seen as being the organization with this responsibility, and
certainly, on the evidence of the dialogue at the conference on SMEs and the
consequent recommendations, it seems to take this seriously.

Communi(:ation with smaU business.

The communication procedure was described earlier in the report. Cooperation
between NADSME and the respective associations is on a contract basis. Tbis is the
starting point for discussions and for looking for solutions of possible and particular
problems.

NADSME has regular formal interaction with representative associations nationally,
and through the RAICs/BICs regionally and locally). In addition, the conference on
SMEs gives a voice to all representative organizations, with a direct channel of
communication to Government and to NADSME.
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Major problems with regulations

Major problems result from the evolution of the legislative environment, mainly from
the very frequent changes of certain acts and decrees. The entrepreneurs specify
particularly acts concerning health, social and business insurance and the system of tax
law. It can be easily understood because the process of development and growth of
the entrepreneurial sphere bring new experience and knowledge which, when
implemented, help to optimize the legislative environment.

One issue raised at the conference on SMEs and also during research was the lack of
clarity of SME legislation. Considerable time is spent by the small business support
network informing SME clients of the rapidly changing and complex tax legislation.

SPECIFIC SUPPORT POLICIES FOR SME DEVELOPMENT AND THEIR
RATIONALE

The definition of SMEs

The definition ofSME is given in the Act on the State Support ofSMEs (Annex III).

For purposes of this Act it is understood that:

• The small entrepreneur is a real person who is in a business and has a permanent
address in the territory of the Slovak Republic or a legal entity who is in business
and has a place of business in the territory of the Slovak Republic, if they employ a
maximum of 24 employees;

• The medium entrepreneur is a real person who is in a business and has a permanent
address in the territory of the Slovak Republic or a legal entity who is in business
and has a place of business in the territory of the Slovak Republic, if they employ a
maximum of 500 employees. I

The Slovak Guarantee Bank uses the following criteria:

• A small-sized enterprise has up to 9 staff;

1 Source: Act of the National Council of the Slovak Republic on the State Support of Small and
Medium Enterprise, 3 May 1995.
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• A medium-sized enterprise has up to 250 staff.

These criteria were established in 1991. However, in December 1995 the definitions
were going to change to fit the SME law (see above for official definitions).

Specific policies and programmes focused upon SMEs

Special finance schemes: Grants, lending and loan guarantees

The key programmes are outlined below.

Credit Guarantee Programme (pHARE-NADSME, channelled through Slovak
Guarantee Bank):
• Guarantee (max. 75%) for credits to Slovak Koruna 10 million (US$ 350,000);
• Targeted towards SMEs;
• Production, services, crafts, active tourism;
• Programme financing: 3 Mecu PHARE; 2 Mecu State Budget.

Credit SUppOIt Programme (NADSME-PHARE-State Budget, channelled through
commercial banks):
• Credits to Slovak Koruna 5 million for SMEs (US$ 175,000);
• Industry, services, crafts, active tourism;
• Five years;
• Low inten~st;
• Programm.e is financed from PHARE, State Budget, sources of commercial banks

(Slovak Koruna 200 million, US$ 7 million each).

Programme of Tourism Support (same as above - this is the description from the
original report):
• SMEs;
• Contribution to the amount of 70% of interest of commercial credits.

Support Programme of Economic Activities Leading towards Energy and Imported
Stocks Reduction:
• SMEs;
• Contribution to the amount of 70% of interest on commercial credits.

Programme of Decreasing of Consumption in Dwelling Houses and Flats:
• SMEs;
• Contribution to the amount of 70% of interest on commercial credits.

Support Programme of Combined Transport Development:
• SMEs;
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• Contribution to the amount of 70% of interest on commercial credits.

According to a number of sources involved in the small business network in Slovakia
the performance of the above programmes is described below.

The Slovak Guarantee Bank Slovak Koruna 2.7 billion (US$ 93 million) of
guarantees were taken over in 1994, supporting private business investments to the
sum of US$ 144 million. The average amount of a granted guarantee for one project
was US$ 76,000 and the average amount of a supported investment in one project was
US$ 117,000.

The Slovak Guarantee Bank (SGB) helped private entrepreneurs to get over an initial
period of operational need in cooperation with the Ministry of Economy by granting
financial contributions for US$ 9.5 million, which supported investments of US$ 131
million. The average amount of non-returnable financial contribution for one project
was US$ 33,500.

Of the total number of positively evaluated applications, 81% were from 'legal entities'
and 19% from 'physical entities', whilst male entrepreneurs prevailed (92%).

The projects created about 7,000 new jobs.

The Slovak Guarantee Bank actively supports SI\1Es by granting guarantees focused
on credit lines of the EXIM bank. However, no figures were provided for what
percentage of the above total guarantee was directed at SI\1Es.

Slovak Guarantee Bank: Regional support Non-returnable financial contributions,
designed to help decrease the entrepreneurs' credit burden, are directed particularly at
the regions with the highest rates of unemployment (Spisskä Novä Yes, Rimavska
Sobota, Lucenec, eadca, Presov, Dolny Kubin and Povazska Bystrica).

Fourteen per cent of projects within the framework of guarantee programmes were
directed to the support of exports and 6% for support of ecological benefits. Fifty-one
per cent of development projects provide for energy savings.

Slovak Guarantee Bank: Programmes The Slovak Guarantee Bank has eight
guarantee programmes and six supporting programmes (in cooperation with the
Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Transportation
Communications and Public Works). The projects are supported by non-returnable
financial contributions.

Guarantee programmes include:

• Support Programme for SI\1Es;
• Support Programme for Large Enterprises and Privatization;
• Programme for SI\1Es in the field of Agriculture;
• Support Programme for Securing Seasonal Agricultural Work;
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• PHARE Programme;
• PHARE Programme 'Small Credits';
• Support Programme for Building and Reconstructing Small Hydro-generating

Stations in the Form of Taking over Guarantees;
• Support Programme for Development of Combined Transport in the Slovak

Republic.

The granting of financial contributions represents a significant part of the State's
indirect aid to entrepreneurs. Within the framework of development programmes
announced by the Government, the financial contributions aim at decreasing the credit
burden of entrepreneurs doing business in the fields most necessary for the stability of
the economy. The intention is to create favourable conditions for operation of
prosperous firms, which, from a tax point of view, represent a permanent source of
revenues for the State Budget. The SGB provides financial contributions grants
through the following programmes:

• Support Programme for Development of Tourism in the Slovak Republic;
• Support Programme for Industrial Production Development on the Basis of

Domestic Raw Materials;
• Support Programme for Economic Activities Leading to Savings in Energy and

Imported Raw Materials;
• Support Programme for SMEs in the Field of Agriculture;
• Programme for Decreasing the Energy Consumption in Apartments and Family

Houses;
• Support Programme for Development of Combined Transport in the Slovak

Republic:.

Support Programme for SMEs The objective of this programme is to contribute to
the establishment and development of small- and medium-sized enterprises in the fields
of production, trade, tourism and services by means of granting guarantees for credits
up to 75%. This programme supports SMEs with up to 250 employees and with a
required amount of credit of up to US$ 70,000.

Within the framework of the programme for supporting SMEs, the SGB takes over
guarantees especially for investment credits for procuring tangible and intangible
property. In the field of production, the SGB can take over a guarantee even for an
investment-operational credit if the operational portion does not exceed 50% of the
credit granted. The support is granted to newly establishedor existing enterprises with
a new production activity that was introduced after 1 January 1994, primarily for the
first production cycle. The operational portion of the credit must be directed at
purchasing basic raw materials or semi-manufacturedgoods for further processing.

From a total number of requests, credits worth US$ 27.5 million were supported
through this programme by granting guarantees totalling US$ 15 million. The average
amount of a guarantee per project was 53%, which represents an amount of US$
96,500, and supported an investment of on average US$ 179,000. The Support
Programme helped to create 2,450 new jobs.
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Programme for SMEs in thefield of Agriculture The objective of this programme is
to implement the Government's objectives regarding nascent and developing private
farmers. Support is through taking over a guarantee for up to 70% of the credit and
by granting a non-returnable financial contribution for 10% of the credit granted (65%
of projects were supported by granting a contribution through the programme).

There is little interest in doing business in agriculture due to the high costs of
agricultural production, dependence on the weather and insolvent agricultural
enterprises purchasing the production. The monetary institutions that grant credits
within the framework of agricultural production are therefore very careful.

Credits worth US$ 1.7 million were supported through this programme by granting
guarantees for US$ 1 million. The average guarantee for a project was 55%, or US$
62,000. Fifty-six per cent of the supported credits were for plant production and 44%
for livestock production. The average contribution was US$ 7,500 per project which
supported an investment of US$ 75,000. Through this project 70 new jobs were
created.

PHARE ProgrammelPHARE Programme 'Small Credits' In August 1992 the SGB
entered into a contract with the EU. Within the framework of the contract they were
given ECU 2 million for creating conditions that would stimulate the development of
new private SMEs. The objective of the programme is to create stable and prosperous
enterprises that are capable of further independent development.

In 1994 an additional ECU 1 million was added to the fund, transferred from the
PHARE Programme 'Small Credits'. The primary objective of the programme was
granting guarantees for small credits up to US$ 17,000 with a 1-3 year maturity. As
far as the small entrepreneurs were concerned the programme did not appear to
function well, and therefore the two programmes were merged.

Support is provided through granting guarantees for up to 75% of the credit. Through
this programme, the SGB facilitated credit of US$ 5.5 million by taking over
guarantees for US$ 3.3 million. The average amount of a guarantee for a single
project was US$ 62,000 which supported US$ 103,000 of investments. Seven
hundred and forty-seven new jobs were created through support from this programme.

From a regional perspective, little interest was shown by entrepreneurs in regions of
high unemployment.

Support Programme for Development of Tourism in the Slovak Republic The
objective of this programme, introduced by the Ministry of Economy in cooperation
with the SGB, is to support selected projects that contribute to a higher quality and
improvement of services in tourism. Support is provided by granting a non-returnable
financial contribution of up to 70% of basic interest that accrues during the whole
period of the tinterest duration' (maximum US$ 100,000 for one project). An
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entrepreneur can utilize the contribution for repayment of credit instalments, interest
repayments or for other investments in connection with the business plan.

Fifty-five projects were supported through this programme and 1,758 new jobs
created.

American Loan Programme This fund is run by the Slovak!American Enterprise
Fund, in conjunction with Polnobanka. It is a five year loan programme, with loans
available from Slovak Koruna 600,000 to Slovak Koruna 7.5 million (US$ 20,500 -
US$ 250,000). The Bush Fund has contributed US$ 3 million towards this fund,
representing 50% of the total.

The criteria for eligibilityinclude the following:

• The applicant must be a start-up or eXlstmg business, operating 10 the
manufacturing, agriculture or food processing sectors;

• The loan must either lead to new job creation, to improved jobs, to supporting
exports, to improving environmental conditions, or to more effective use of energy;

• Recipients are required to attend a two-day training programme on preparing a
business plan, and 1,300 entrepreneurs attended courses. Training has now been
discontinued because the 'level of business plans is high and development can be
seen since the inception of the programme'.

From 500 applications, 26 projects have been approved, with a total investment of
Slovak Konma 80 million (US$ 2.75 million). The applications were rejected
generally on the grounds of not being able to demonstrate the economic viability of the
project.

Ministry Labour of Social Affairs: Fund for Employment This is a completely
Slovak-financed fund, the source being Slovak employer and employee contributions.
The total fund is Slovak Koruna 8 billion, of which 70% is designated for new job
creation (interest-free refundable and non-refundable grants. The Fund is seen as a
'way of crediting S:MEs,who can pay up to 24% ofloans from bank'). The other 30%
is to fund retraining of the unemployed (partially for start-up).

Special finance schemes: Venture or seed capital

The most important ones are outlined below.

Seed Capital Fund:
• Established as a subsidiary company ofNADSME;
• SMEs, production, services, active tourism;
• Capital share to Slovak Koruna 5 million (US$ 175,000);
• Pilot programme financed by PHARE.
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Venture Capital Fund:
• Regional fund in the north-west of Slovakia;
• Sl\1Es, production, services, active tourism;
• Capital share, convertible credit.

The Venture Fund: Zilina A Venture Fund has been established in Zilina (located at
the Regional Development Agency), with a budget of ECU 4 million, funded by
PHARE, oriented towards existing companies. One project has been financed. One
hundred and sixty proposals (ideas) have been submitted, and 30 business plans, of
which 15 were considered acceptable, and one selected.

There is apparently a resistance on the part of entrepreneurs to fund their business
through venture capital; loans are preferred since a level of control is relinquished
through venture capital finance.

The Slovak/American Enterprise Fund: 'Invest in Equity' This venture capital fund is
a five year investment, targeted at existing companies, with investment of between
Slovak Koruna 10 million and 50 million available (US$ 350,000 - US$ 1.75 million).
Sixty million dollars of the fund have been provided by the United States of America
(this sum was shared with the Czech Republic, prior to the Czechoslovak split), with
an additional US$ 5 million for technical assistance/experts.

Priorities for the fund are new job creation, the support of export, environmental
improvement, energy savings and the development of agriculture, food processing and
tourism. To date, 30 projects have been supported with a total of US$ 26 million
invested. The Slovak!American Enterprise Fund's view is that a lack of understanding
about venture capital exists, and a fear, amongst entrepreneurs, of losing
independence.

The Slovca Venture Capital Association This organization also provides venture
capital, but no information was obtained about its activities.

Special fiscal tax incentives

According to NADSME the following incentives are available:

• Conditions for being granted exemption from income tax - stipulated in the code
NO.286/I 992 - Tax Code;

• Legal entities established between 31 December 1992 and 31 December 1994 are
discharged from income tax; (according to the Statement of the Slovak
Government No. 145/93).
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Incubators: special premises or workshops

Business Innovation Centres Incubators These are funded directly from the PHARE
fund. The network of Business Innovation Centres (BICs) comprises four centres
across the country, in Bratislava, Prievidza, SpisskaNova Yes and Kosice.

BICs are ori(~ntedtowards creating favourable conditions for those companies whose
business plans have the quality of being innovative. BICs support and work with such
companies for up to three years. In addition, they provide general business consulting,
together with material assistance and 'incubator' services to newly registered
entrepreneurs.

Science parks and innovation support schemes for SMEs

Scientific and Technological Parks The Association of Science and Technology
Parks in Slovakia has 13 organizations. A proposal has been submitted to the PHARE
Cross Border Cooperation Fund for developing a science park, but a decision will be
forthcoming only after the project monitoring unit for this fund has been established in
Slovakia.

Special training programmes, special counsellinglconsulting schemes, special advice
and information schemes

Regional Advisory and Information Centres The basic element through which
NADSME implements its regional projects of support for SMEs is the institutional
network of Regional Advisory and Information Centres (RAICs) and Business
Innovation Centres (BICs).

At the end of 1995 twelve RAICs and a network of four BICs had been established in
Slovakia as a result of the joint efforts ofNADSME and the EU. The RAICs operate
as non-profit legal entities, with active Boards representing both the public and private
sectors.

The countrywide network of RAICs and BICs, interconnected with the relevant
European structures, is able to provide a comprehensive package of services to
entrepreneurs throughout Slovakia. The goal of the network is to raise the level of
economic development in the regions of Slovakia and to create an environment for
local entrepreneurs to increase the competitiveness of their products on the unified EU
market.

The main role ofRAICs is to provide advisory, consulting and information services to
new and established SMEs at a regional level. Consulting services for entrepreneurs
include advice on legal, financial and tax-related matters, information on specific
conditions for doing business in individual regions, and business plan consulting. The
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core of the RAIC and BICs consulting service lies mainly in providing guidance to
entrepreneurs in preparing their business plans and assessing the probability of success.

The RAICs and BICs have gained a very positive reputation for their work in support
of 5MBs. Regional institutions, such as the Councils for Regional Development,
regional associations of entrepreneurs, and local governments, use the centres in
pursuing their own regional developmentprojects aimed at supporting 5MBs.

Two important components of the RAICs' scope of activities are training programmes
for entrepreneurs, and the provision of a substantial portion of the know-how
necessary for the implementationof business plans.

1993/1994 statistics for RAICs and BICs are as follows: 2

1993 1994
Business plans prepared 200 900
Business plans reviewed +/. 10 800

Number of training courses 80-100 122
Number of participants 1,800 2,700

Support for the creation of new jobs and transfer to the new business plan According
to the Public Note No. 210/1994 of the Ministry of Labour it is possible to contribute
the amount of Slovak Koruna 200,000 (US$ 7,000) towards the creation of a new job.

Information activities The European Information Centre operates within the
NADS:MEstructure. A subcontract Exchange System of Slovakia also operates within
the NADSME structure.

Resources and powers of regional and local authorities

A regional economic and social council has been established in every region, operating
under the regional office of the state authority which acts as an advisory body.
Regional and local authorities, large enterprises are represented on the council. The
authorities have funds availablefrom the State Budget, their own resources, credits
and financialmeans from the Fund of the Environment.

Regional and local authorities are represented on the RAICs' Boards which are
responsible for services in the field of 5MB development. There are four specialized
Regional Development Agencies in Slovakia (Zilina, Banska Bystrica, Rimavska

2 All information provided in this section on the RAICs and BICs is taken from NADSME's report:
State of Small and Medium Enterprise, 1994.
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Sobota, Humenne) and some of the RAICs act as regional development agencies as
well.

Policy focus on particular stages of SME development

The policy is said to be focused on all the above-mentioned stages of SME
development. NADSME's network, however, emphasizes the provision of start-up
services for free.

In the process of restructuring the economy, NADSME has introduced a programme
of implementation for spin-offs. The principle of this method is the creation of SMEs
through the externalization of non-strategic activities from large industrial companies
and the strategic management of human resources.

Export support is the main activity of the Governmental Council for Support of
Export, which recommends specific measures to increase export efficiency.

The network of BIes and Scientific and Technological Parks focuses on the
implementation of new innovative technologies.

INSTITUTIONS

The key institutions and their activities are shown in Annex IV. There are no principal
regional difl:erences in the range of support.

The key SME associations

Association of Entrepreneurs of Slovakia

Established in 1990, this association has around 20,000 members in 50 regional
organizations. The association promotes the interests and concerns of its members
with regard to legislation, negotiates with the government and has international
contacts.

Slovak Union of Tradesmen (SUT)
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The Slovak Union of Tradesmen is a professional interest union with eight trade
associations. Members are associated in guilds. Its aim is to interpret, present and
defend the concerns of tradesmen. The union supports the creation of a chamber of
trade in Slovakia.

Other examples include the following:
• Association of Christian Entrepreneurs;
• Association of Entrepreneurs of the Middle Stage;
• Union of Entrepreneurs and Tradesmen of Slovakia;
• Various guilds with national activity.

Major areas of foreign donor involvement.

The major multilateral agency involved is the EU PHARE Programme. This covers all
NADSME activities, RAlCs and BICs on the basis of respective financial memoranda
and work programmes.

The major bilateral support can be briefly summarized as follows:

Germany:
• Branch consulting;
• Cooperation with the Slovak Union of Tradesmen.

Netherlands:
• Business plan writing;
• Management information system NADSMEIRAICs/BICs;
• Preparation of 500 business plans;
• Mediating of contacts with Dutch entrepreneurs.

France:
Subcontract Exchange System.

United States of America:
• US AID, Peace Corps - provision of S.ME experts.

Japan:
• Expert stationed in NADS:ME;
• Training in Japan.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
• Know How Fund support for RAIC strategic development.
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Integration, coherence and sustainability of services

In some institutions the counselling and training services are integrated and there are
also plans to provide some financial services. NADSME provides the most complete
package of services.

Support measures at governmental level are in principle prepared in coordination.
Relevant authonities are invited to make submissions; the document is then submitted
to the Government, as well as to the National Council. The overlap which may occur
at local level can sometimes be useful.

Foreign support: is usually initially channelled through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
which is responsible for coordination with all the other ministries. NADSME is viewed
by most representative organizations as being effective in coordinating all the different
interest groups, both informally and formally through membership of their Board.

There is some overlap of measures, particularly regionally, where some regions appear
to be particularly attractive to foreign donors due to the nature of their problems which
fit into conditions for targeting support. One particular region (Spisska Nova Yes) has
received a great deal of attention due to the decline in mining in that area, whereas
other regions (Eastern Slovakia in the Trebisov area for example, which has suffered
greatly through the loss of its Ukrainian and Russian markets) have apparently been
relatively neglected.

The present structure of 5MB support institutions is set up to be long lasting. The
support of S:ME development should be covered by Ministry of Economy and
NADSME in cooperation with the network of RAICs/BICs. The strategy of support
of these institutions until the year 2000 is given in the Strategic Orientation Paper for
1995-1999, which has been passed by the Government of the Slovak Republic and
which was to be confirmed by the EC in Autumn 1995. This paper also includes a
description of the methods and the extent of support which will be provided to these
institutions.

The majority of specialist institutions operate on a non-profit basis, and initially the
services are provided free. With regard to NADSME, a model for its future self-
sufficiency is being designed.
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Key future players in SME support

NADSME is the key institution in SME support. At a local level the role is fulfilled by
the network ofRAICsIBICs, and also the Scientific Technological Informative Centres
(STIC). Support for SMEs will be achieved in cooperation with the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry as well as with the Association of Entrepreneurs.

The research carried out in late 1995 supported the above view that NADSME is
viewed as the key institution, with the RAICs/BICs as their 'flagship' network. This
view was endorsed at the conference on SMEs when the RAIC/BIC network was
repeatedly identified as the support structure through which policy and strategy will be
delivered across Slovakia. As far as the Chamber is concerned, due to legislative
changes inDecember 1995, which changed membership from compulsory to voluntary,
it is not clear what their future influence will be, particularly in terms of the provision
offree services, i.e. support to start-ups and micro-businesses.

Central support for local development

NADSMEprovides the local centres with a range of services and it also contributes, in
some cases, to their financing through the SME PHARE Programme. Basic services
provided are:

• Information from the database BRE and BC-Net;
• Information from the database of subcontracting Exchange;
• Information about training and education facilities;
• Organization of training education of the centres' staff in Slovakia as well as

abroad;
• Mediation of international contracts;
• Information about legislation updates;
• Promotion (materials);
• Experience exchange;
• International contacts;
• International funding;
• Staff training;
• System development;
• Updating technology;
• Business to business data;
• New programme development;
• Needs analysis;
• Evaluation;
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• Transfer of overseas approaches;
• Legislation updating;
• Coherence in policy.

Institutional collaboration

Some of the local and regional institutions cooperate very closely at a national level.
Examples are the Association of RAlCs/BICs, STICs, Advisory Counselling Centres
as well as the Association of Entrepreneurs of Slovakia, and the Slovak Association of
Craft.

Examples of cooperation include:

• The Association of Entrepreneurs - working with the Ministry of Labour on a
PHARE programme;

• The Slovak!American Enterprise Fund is in close contact with NADSME and
cooperates on a practical level with them, with the RAlCs and with the Peace
Corps, in providing some basic marketing courses for entrepreneurs. They also
work closelywith the Chamber of Commerce.

SME Involvement

Generally there are no institutional arrangements for involving SMEs in the provision
of entrepreneurial support services, but equally there are no obstacles to their
existence.

However, through the Association of Entrepreneurs, the SMEs do have a voice; they
are represented on the Board of NADSME, and work closely with the RAlCs,
Chambers etc. at the regional level. Similarly, the Union of Craftsmen is also
represented.

Support at the local and regional level is on a mixed basis at present (for example,
public authorities as well as private companies have been involved in establishing the
RAICs/BICs/STICs). Association and membership basis is important from the point of
view of creating a standardized institutional environment. However, the provision of
services in the regions needs to be on an autonomous basis. Specialization of
institutions at the local level is expected and proposed. These institutions are expected
to work mostly on a not-for-profit basis.

The SME environment in Slovakia is in the process of being created and there is
(bottom-up and top-down) pressure on this process. The needs and requirements of
SMEs are passed through NADSME to government level or directly to the National
Council. The NADSME view is that local institutions will support small business and
broader aspects of regional development.
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The majority of institutions endeavour to operate on a network basis. Some of the
regional development agencies operate on a more individual basis, but still with
support of the central authorities or NADSME.

Monitoring, evaluation and quality

Monitoring and evaluation are covered by NADSME in cooperation with the Slovak
Office of Statistics and other relevant authorities. Detailed results are included in the
report on the State of SMEs (see Annex I). The evaluation that takes place is mainly
quantitative.

Future shape of institutional environment

NADSME is planning to set up the network of RAICslBICs providing standard
services covering the whole Slovak territory. Another way of standardizing this
environment is through the cooperation of these institutions through their association.
This process has already been started.

Within the one function of small business support, the small business institutions (the
RAICs and BICs) demonstrate a varying degree of entrepreneurialism. Some of the
RAIC Directors are very flexibleand market oriented, whilst maintaining a clear focus
on their core objectives. Other organizations, for example at central level, are more
structured and administrative, partly through necessity, and partly reflecting a
traditional model of operation.

Future resourcing of the agencies will be both central and local. In future the
contribution oflocal financing should increase. This opinion is based on the fact that in
future the local and regional authorities are expected to have more resources so they
will also contribute to financingthese institutions.
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ASSISTANCE

The types of assistance available are broadly described in the matrices in Part II. There
are, however, a number of special issues to be brought out as follows.

The competency of providers

There is special support to develop competency from NADSME and the RAICs and
BICs. Apart from that, at a national level some of these activities are provided by
PMU PHARE, City University Bratislava, the Ministry of Labour, the Human
Resources Development Fund, !MB Bratislava, Bat'a Junior Achievement, etc.

The RAICs have just run their first staff training programme based on the first part of
PHARE/Durham University Business School's (DUBS-UK) programme for RAICs,
training their staff in basic counselling and business appraisal skills and providing some
SME/entrepreneurship background. This was delivered following a Training the
Trainers programme for the RAIC Directors and senior staff run by DUBS.

In this respect the recommendations of the conference on SMEs included the
development of

• A system of specialized SME counselling oriented towards quality, management,
export support, technical and technological counselling through the creation of
groups of professional external advisers~

• A system to 'rate and certificate' external advisers.

The objective of both these recommendations is ultimately to introduce quality
standards md accreditation systems.

The banks have undertaken study tours/attachments abroad, had foreign experts on
placement and some training programmes have been run for bankers, although details
of scale and content were not available through the research.

The ministries and national institutions undertake a variety of training including study
tours, attachments to similar institutions and language training. Details of training
within the country for these institutions were not accessed.
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Outstanding models and manuals for SME training

A variety of models and programmes are available. Some of the institutions use
foreign models and manuals, some use their own, generallyof a high standard.

With regard to start-up training, one of the models used by several of the RAICs is
from CEPAC, a French training organization, which has provided support and training
for the RAIC staff, and monitors the delivery of this training, which is targeted at the
unemployed who wish to start a business.

Evaluation of assistance programmes

The financial support tools and the training advisory programmes ofNADSME and the
RAICs/BICs have been evaluated with good results. At the time of writing this report
the first stage of implementation of the spin-off method was going through an
evaluation process.
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Introduction

Small and medium enterprises represent nowadays as the economic factor
the widest sphere of European as well as overseas developed economies. 60-
70% ofworkers are employed infirms with less than 500 employees, which rep-
resents 70% in the sector of industry and services. Theirflexibility, lower capi-
tal intensity, innovative position and support of more and more differentiated
segments of the market are also very important. Theyplaya significant role in
the sphere of a newjobs creation and by their sound expansiveness they influ-
ence positively the development of employment.

In spite of thefact that in Slovakia the SME sector is still very young and has
to overcome a lot ofproblems, it continues to prove its viability and takes more
and more important place in the transforming economy. Small and medium
enterprises at present employ approximately 60% of the workers in industrial
branches and services.

The National Agency for Development of Small and Medium Enterprises,
being charged by the Slovak Government, has prepared this reportfor the third
time already. It has a standard form and it illustrates comparable timeperiods,
giving the possibility to analyse the development trel1dsand evaluate the num-
ber of activities which are aimed at SME support. The report documents thefact
that, despite al/problems and difficulties, the SME sector which contributes sig-
nificantly to output and employment in the Slovak economy, already exists.
There is a real assumption that its importance will grow further and that it will
take part also in the structural changes of our economy and so contribute to the
growth of its capacity, flexibility and competitiveness.

I believe that the informationpresented in the report, will become a source of
inspiration and incentives in the work of those, it is designatedfor, that is admi-
nistration, banking sector, entrepreneurial associations and entrepreneurs too.

Karol Cesnek
Minister of Economy of the Slovak Republic
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1. Introduction
The development of snlall and medium enterprises (SME) in the Slovak

Republic is a top priority of the government in the development of the country's
economic policy, which also includes industrial, regional and social policies.
The Programme of the Government of the Slovak Republic, adopted in January
1995, places great importance to the development and support of small and
mediwn enterprises.

The small and medium enterprises in Slovakia have developed through the
five-year process of the cOWltry'Seconomic transformation and this report
reflects the situation in the SME sector as of 1995.

Slovakia is in the process of completing its regulatory framework through
nwnerous legislative modifications and anlendments which, blended with a rela-
tively heavy financial burden, evolves enormous (and often unsustainable) pres-
sure upon nlore fragile categories of SME.

The Programme of Complex support to Small and Medium Enterprises,
adopted by thf~Slovak government (Resolution No. 331 dated 25th May 1993),
which established the institutional, financial and legislative framework for go-
vernment support to SME, certainly represents a significant contribution to the
development of SME.

The aims of the programme are being attained in all areas. One of its major
achievements was the formation of the National Agency for Development of
Small and Mediunl Enterprises (NADSME) which, through a network of 12
Regional Advisory and Infonnation Centres (RArC) and 4 Business Innovation
Centres (BIC), provides advisory, educational and information services to entre-
preneurs. Moreover, the parliament adopted Act No. 100/95 on "State Support
to Small and :MediumEnterprises". This is a system of state support progranulles
for specific industries, together with a loan guarantee scheme, a small loan
scheme, credit support progranunes for SME and the Seed Capital Programnle.
Funding has also been made available through credit lines extended from inter-
national lenders. In a move which completes the system of support schemes,
available nnder the original Programme of Complex Support to SME, the go-
vemnlent adopted Resolution 72 (dated 1 February 1996) which provided SME
with eight additional support programmes. Nevertheless, we have now reached
the point where the initial goals of the Programme of Complex Support to SME
have already been accomplished. It is, therefore, suggested that the government
adopt a new medium-term policy in support to the development of SME.
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In drafting such new policy, the government should very specifically defme its
objectives, the activities, the types of enterprises to be eligible for support, the
set of tools and measures to be used, and the corelation between the new policy
of support to SME and other segments of the overall economic policy, e.g. the
industrial policy, regional development policies, etc. The outcome should be a
draft of measures and schemes which the state will make available in support of
SME over a medium-term period, including the nlultilateral and bilateral means of
support including appropriately sufficient funding to implement the new policy.

The report of 1995 includes a brief evaluation of the macroeconomic frame-
work for the development of SME, an analysis of the state and development of
SME in the course of time, and an evaluation of the regulatory environment.
A part of the report deals with an evaluation of the tools of support to SME in
1995. The final chapter includes a proposed list of strategic measures to be
adopted, as well as a list of support programmes which we believe should be to
put through in 1997 in particular areas of SME. The text of the report contains
references to diagrams which constitute a separate supplement.

The figures shown in Chapters 2 and 3 are quoted from documents provided
by the Statistical Office of the SR and the NADSME. In accordance with the EU
nlethodology, the report does not include enterprises active in the sectors of
agriculture, forestry and fishing.
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2. Environment for the Development
ofSME in SR

2.1. Macroeconomic framework for the develop-
ment of SME in 1995 and prognosis for 1996

The positive economic development of Slovakia in 1995 is documented by
the fact that all of the three most important macroeconomic indicators, i. e.
inflation, unemployment and economic growth, showed better results than the
year before. Other important indicators, such as the rate of interest or thc
deficit of the state budget, improved. The only significant indicator which
slightly deteriorated compared with 1994 is the country's foreign trade surplus
which is still active, but lower than in the year before.

Gross Domestic Product

The development of the Slovak economy in the last two years shows a sig-
nificant revitalisation. The growth of GDP by 4.8 percent respectively, 7.4 per-
cent in 1994 and 1995, is notably higher than the eEE average, which is usual-
ly taken as a benchmark (see Diagram 2.1). The duration and intensity of the
boom cycle depends on many factors, however, we believe that the following
two tendencie:shave had particular impact on this process:

• the ongoing transformation of the Slovak economy which, after the inefficient
production programmes have been attenuated, exports re-oriented and the
shock frOßl the split [of the federation] absorbed, is bringing its first results,
in growth in the volume of production;

• consolidation of the boom in Western Europe (particularly in Germany)
which, timewise, coincided the reorientation of exports from Slovakia.

The first factor will continue to influence the economy also in the future and
we suppose that its weight will grow because the economic structure of Slovakia
is far more better now than it used to be at the dawn of the transformation, par-
ticularly with the regard to the orientation of exports, which is now in a better
balance. Moreover, small and medium sized enteprises have started to playa
more significant role in the economy, mainly due to their flexibility.
Nevertheless, there are some signals of decline in the growth of many west
European economies. Based on the data available to us, we cannot predict which
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oftbe factors will preponderate. There are fairly conflicting opinions on whether
Slovakia has really managed to get her foot in the door to westenl markets or
whether the increased volume of exports is a natural consequence of the afore-
nlentioned bOOlll in the west. However, the entire economy of Slovakia, includ-
ing small and medium enterprises, must also be prepared to cope with potential
reductions in the percentage or exports.

Periods of growth bring opportunity especially for small and medium enter-
prises which get nlost of the profi~ in such periods. SMEs are still relatively new
factor in the Slovak economy and their readiness to take advantage of opportu-
nities as they come has not yet been sufficiently developed. However, the posi-
tive fact is that the number of these flexible enterprises is growing fast.

The contribution of individual components of GDP to its overall growth was
much better balanced than in 1994. In 1994, it was only the foreign trade sur-
plus which accelerated the growth of GDP. In 1995, each individual component
had its impact upon the economic growth and the most rapid growth was record-
ed in the generation of gross fixed capital (5.8 % in constant prices). However,
there was also a growth in the household end-use and government consumption.

Household end-use consumption

The household end-use consumption is the most significant component of
GDP. In addition, retail business is a sector which gives a large nunlber of
opportunities to small and medium enterprises, sinlply because export and go-
vernment orders are usually the domain of large enterprises. The growth of this
component is, therefore, particularly good news to SME - their profits went up
and they paid more in taxes than ever before. Despite its absolute growth, the
household end-use consumption's contribution to GDP was less than 50 % and
this percentage continues to decline slightly.

State administration end-use consumption

After the significant drop in the government's real expenses in 1994 in com-
parison with 1993, this factor of GDP became lllore stable and grew by 1.6 %.
Those SMEs which participated on state administration activities were not
affected as adversely as in 1994, when government expenditures fell by more
than 17% compared with 1993.
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Generation of gross fixed capital

This component of GDP involves investment activities and shows, as indi-
cated above, the highest relative growth in comparison with 1994. The share of
investments in the purchase of machinery and equipment grew to 50 % and the
share of investments in construction and civil works has also grown to 46.5 %,
while the share of other investments dropped.

Foreign demand

The export of goods grew by 18.5 % (9.3 point less), import by 19.1 % (8.6
point more). There was a surplus of trade balance amounting 1.8 billion Sk. The
most inlportant foreign trade partners remained unchanged, only their structure
is different. (Diagram 2.2).

The Czech Republic remains the major recipient of Slovak goods with
35.2 % of our exports. However, the Czech Republic share of our exports con-
tinues to decline (it was 37.4 % in 1994).

The second most important export destination was Germany with 18.8 %
(17.2 % in 1994) and Slovakia becomes more and more dependent on this lead-
ing European economy. Other leading export countries follow in this order:
Austria, Italy, Hungary, Poland, Russia, Ukraine.

Our assumption from previous years that Slovak SMEs will trade mainly with
our neighbouring countries has been verified. Poland and for the first time also
Ukraine have become important sites for export growing by 50 % over last year.
The Russian market is still not sufficiently developed by Slovak enterprises
including SMEs and its share fell from 4.1 % in 1994 to 3.8 % in 1995 although
the volume of export has grown by 10 % in 1995. (Diagram 2.3).

The share of imports from the Czech Republic fell in 1995 from 29,6 % to
27,5 %. However the Czech Republic remains the major importer to Slovakia.
The second position is held by Russia which has relatively unchanged share of
the total import lnarket. Other important importing countries are Germany,
Austria, Italy, Poland, USA and France. Next are other neighbouring countries
Hrmgary and. Ukraine with the least amount of imports being from Great Britain
and Switzerland. SMEs have the opportWlity to become more selective in the
import of suitable commodities and to work toward decreasing the total cost of
imports. (Diagram 2.4).
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Inflation

The average yearly rate ofinflation measured by the index ofconsummerprices
reached 9.9 % by the end of the year. This is a decrease from the double digit infla-
tion of previous years and a drop of3.5 % in comparison with 1994. The drop of
inflation from the two-digits to one-digit area means the overcoming of the psy-
chological barrier dividing stable and unstable environments especially for small
foreign investors and we suppose that this development will raise a growth of
interest of minor foreign investors to enter Slovak enterprises. (Diagram 2.7).

Unemployment

The stabilisation of the production development reflected also in the rate of
unemployment. The average rate ofunemploynlent in 1995 has reached 13.8 %
and by the end of the year has dropped to 13,1 % (14.6 % by the end of 1994,
average for a year 14,4 %). It is for the fIrst time since 1992 that the rate of
unemployment dropped so significantly. Taking in account this decrease and the
growing unelnployment in EU countries the rate of unemployment does not have
such a menacing effect as two or three years ago, however it is a great task and
also an opportunity for small and medium enterprises to nlake use of relatively
qualified and still very cheap labour force in Slovakia for the growth of middle
class and whole economy of Slovakia. (Diagrams 2.5,2.6).

Deficit of the state budget

The defIcit of the state budget has dropped to 8.3 billion Sk which represents
4.8 of the total budget. For the first time since Slovakia has become an inde-
pendent country the state spending was less than its income. The level of debt
services from the past was less than the debt service in the new budget.
(Diagram 2.8). This development in compliance with deliberate monetary poli-
cy of the National Bank of Slovakia contributed profoundly to the further stabi-
lisation of the macroeconomic environment for SMEs.

Rates of interest

The development of the rates of interest was marked by the favourable deve-
lopment of the macroeconomic environment, especially inflation, and in its con-
sequence also by double decrease of the discount rate in March and October.
According to the NBS data the average rate of interest of state of credits dropped
fronll6.05 % to 14.78 %. Regarding SME a more meaningful date is the rate of
interest of current credits which do not include social loans and administrative-
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ly .detennined credits from the past. The rate of interest of the current credits
dropped by 5.55 % from 19.59 % to 14.04 %. The most notable was the drop of
the rate ofinterest of short-term credits from 19.77 % to 13.68 % (6.09 point). The
drop of the rate ofinterest ofmedium-term and long-term credits was moderate due
to lasting overhang of demand over offer: by 2.5 % to 16.7 % concerning the mid-
dle ternl credits ,md by 2.42 % to 14.37 % concerning the long-term credits.

FOREX position

The foreign exchange reserves ofNBS were 3 418.4 billion USD by the end
of 1995 which is rise by 1 673.4 billion USD in the course of the year. The for-
eign exchange reserves provided coverage of four-month import to Slovakia in
comparison with 2.5-fold coverage by the end of 1994.

Prognosis of Macroeconomic Indicators for 19~6

Based on the trends previously described, the bOOlntendency of the develop-
ment of the econonlY is expected to continue in 1996. The growth ofGDP by 6.8
- 7 % in 1996 is expected in comparison with 1995. Other expected indicators
are 13,2 % average rate of the registered uneployrnent, 12.4 - 12,7 % growth of
the average monthly wages, and 6,5 - 6,7 % rate of inflation based on the con-
sumer prices. The growth of GDP will be impacted mainly by further dynami-
sation of the domestic demand. According to the expectations of the Institute of
Prognostics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences the growth of real disponible
incomes of the population will raise the household end-use in the interval 5.2 -
6.9 %. The Institute of Prognostics expects also that the continuing revival of the
enterprises as well as continuity of the growth of total savings will lead to the
growth of the generation of the gross fixed capital in the interval of 4.5 - 12.9
%. A moderate growth is expected in the state administration conlsumption in
the range of 0.8 - 2.2 %. Industrial production growth is estimated to at 7,2 %,
civil engineering growth is estimated at 3,5 %.

2.2. State and development of the business
environment

2.2.1. Legislation and regulatory measures

The development of legislation in 1995 was, similar to the previous period,
characterised by further changes. Almost all key pieces of legislation which
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have influence on the development of business, were amended or concerned by
the amendments to other pieces of legislation. However, it can be stated that in
entrepreneurs' opinion these changes have not brought higher quality of the busi-
ness environment. They were a partial or single solution to sonle essential prob-
lems but from the systemic point of view there still is a persisting need for a
deeper analysis of the legislation fonning the business environment.

Such an analysis was done by NADSME in cooperation with the
Entrepreneurs' Association of Slovakia, Slovak Union of Small Business
Owners and other involved institutions in November 1995 at the 1st Conference
on SME. The conclusions of the conference unambiguously proved the need of
revaluation of the current legislation even from the point of view of the reached
standard of the development of SME.

There were 128 amendments or pieces of legislation enacted in 1995 to the
legislation concerning SME.

The positive amendments and acts are:

• Act No. 100/1995 ColI. on the State Support ofSME, however, the definition of
SME is different from that being prepared by European Union (criteria of SME),

• Decree of the Ministry of Finance of SR No. 59/1995 ColI. by which the
Decree of the Ministry of Finance No. 55/1994 ColI. on the Registration of
Procceds from Sales via Electronic Cash Registers is amended. This amend-
ment sets forth unambiguous rules for the use of cash registers,

• Act No. 289/1995 CoIl. on the Value Added Tax the positives of which are:
- better and lucid arrangement (it includes only 1 supplement),
- decrease of the tax base rate to 23 %,
- reclassification of some services and products to the class with preferen-

tial tax rate of 6 %.

The positive evaluation can be attributed also to the preparation of the new
act on income tax.

The bill of the act which has become a subject of the comment procedures
shows up the tendency to accept often repeated objections against some rules of
the currently valid act.

Some of the amendments which are in the new proposal were requested in the
conclusions of the afore-mentioned conference.
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The notable incentives of the bill are:

- elimination of the ambiguous interpretation of several terms and defini-
tions (e. g. concerning deductible items, commercial property, etc.)

- increase of non-taxable part of the tax base for the income tax,
- increase of [mancial amount in the tax rates for individual income taxes,
- increase of the price of write-offs of ageing property and a possibility

of the temporal differentiation,
- possibility of a reflection of technical revaluation of the property,
- changes in the level, system and dates of payment of advances,
- nloderatioll of sanctions and penalties,
- possibility of redemption of losses in a more lax way.

However, it is necessary to mention that the bill consists of 60 articles on 86
pages and includes 116 references to other pieces oflegislation. From this point
of view the bill is still very complex and confused.

There is still a terminology enabling ambiguous interpretation, such as "ana-
logous performcmce", "in other authorities" etc.

The individual and corporate tax rates as well as the system of write-offs and
revaluation of property are of little motivation for the entrepreneurs and do not
correspond with the macroeconomic results of the development of economy.

Some imperfections are mentioned also in the reasoned statement to the bill.
The impact of some changes on the state budget is explained and described in
details on one hand, but such a description is missing in case of other changes
on the other hand. This note concerns particularly the article 19, letter 0) on the
tax-exemption from incomes falling on revenues obtained from the decreasing
the obligations to the Fund of National Property. This provision is considered as
significantly protectionistic on one hand, and discriminating on the other hand,
and, moreover, it has notably negative impact on the state budget.

Under these circumstances the demand to revise the bill in a wider coordina-
tion so that it is simpler, more understandable and of higher motivation appears
as well-founded.

However, the currently valid legislation includes many problematic regula-
tions the solution of which will contribute to a higher quality of the business
environment for the development of SME. They are mainly:
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Act No. 455/1991 Coil. on Business Activities as later amended where
according to entrepreneurs' opinion

- the definition of a small business owner as a person with earnings on
one's own according to certain criteria (e. g. number of employees,
incomes, area of business etc.) is missing,
it would be suitable to define the Business Licensing Authorities as reg-
istration offices and put them under the control of the Ministry of
Economy instead of the Ministry of Interior,
there is no definition of a business community,
the demand of proving of other competency (the Lustration Act) cannot
be realised,
it is necessary to bring its content in harmony with existing more gen-
eral acts (Civil Code, Commercial Code and the Labour Code) as well
as with EU legislation, especially in the field of nomenclature of busi-
ness activities and crafts, or liberalisation of the role of professional
unions, chambers, etc. in the sphere of licensing, registration, checking
and verification of businessmen's professionality and practice.

There are persisting non-solved or open problems in the area of small busi-
ness concemmg:

- the legislation on the chamber of small business owners including its
organisation, which is being under preparation at present,

- the establishment of an insurance company of the small business own-
ers, bank for small business owners and guarantee cooperatives,

- the problem of restitution of craft unions and communities,
- the role of sole traders and entrepreneurs in special preparation of youth

for business.

Act No. 273/1994 Coil. on Health Insurance, Health Insurance Funding
and on the Establishment of the General Health Insurance and the
Establishment of Departmental, Branch, Enterprise and Civil Insurance
Companies as later amended and the Act No. 274/94 on Social Insurance as
later amended where according to entrepreneurs' opinion

- the size of payments derived from the tax base of the previous year is
in fact another form of taxation. It is the payment concerning the sum
whereof the income tax was paid for the previous year. The delivery of
obligatory insurance payments calculated as a certain per cent of the tax
base of the previous year is discutable. The payments for the health
insurance should be equal for all citizens,

- the health insurance paid by the persons for whom the health and social
insurance is already paid for various reasons (employees having side
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business, retired and student businessmen) does not guarantee them a
higher leve:l of health care or social security;

Act No. 511/1992 Coli. on the Administration of Taxes and Dues and of
Changes in System of Financial Authorities as later amended where accord-
ing to entreprenew.s' opinion

- in case of doubts of credibility, corectness and completeness of the
obligatory evidence or records kept by the subject of taxation the duty
to prove the doubts should be on the side of a tax administrator,
the option for the tax administrator to impose the duty of keeping specif-
ic records necessary for the administrator on the subject of taxation is
beyond the framework of generally binding pieces oflegislation concern-
ing the bookkeeping and simplifies the rights of the tax administrator in
an inadequate way while complicating the duties of a subject of taxation,
it is necessary to specify the instruments of the tax administrator for a
legitimate determination of the tax base in case the tax return was not
done in time,
it is requested to introduce a dilatory effect of the appeal against the
decision made by a tax administrator,
it would be necessary to begin the dealings not later than 30 days after
its announcement and consider it finished in other case,
it would be suitable to determine the prescriptive period of unex-
actability of a tax debt, its criteria and the obligation of the tax admin-
istrator to annOWlce this fact;

Act No. 289/1995 Coil. on Value Added Tax where, according to entrepre-
neurs' opinion, some services are out of motivation and illogically classified in
the category of23 per cent tax rate (upholstery, refreshment, bookkeeping etc.);

Act No. 18/1996 Coli. on Prices where according to entrepreneurs' opinion
- it is necessary to regulate prices only in particular cases (strategic conl-

modities),
- the provision on an excessive profit is considered demotivating by

entrepreneurs especially in case of innovative businesses in connexion
with the principles of the market economy,

- the administrative burden imposed on entrepreneurs in process of calcula-
tion of prices is excessive.

The above-mentioned opinions are necessary to be analysed impartially.
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There is still missing a legislation regulating the activities of companies
based on venture and seed capital therefore it is inevitable to prepare and pass
the law which would regulate the activities of such companies. Its passing is
important especially with the regard to the fact that venture companies belong
to the significant factors of stimulation the development of economy in the mar-
ket economies because they search for and finance the projects with a high
growth potential including considerable competitive advantage (new technolo-
gy, new user-oriented benefits of a product, lower price, etc.). Moreover, the
venture capital companies are capable of taking over a considerable share of
business risk, stimulate export, help to retain and create new jobs even in those
areas of business where commercial banks refuse funding.

Current legislation, especially the Act No. 21/1992 ColI. on Banks, Act No.
455/1991 ColI. on Business Activities and Act No. 248/1992 CoIl. on
Investment Companies and Investment Funds, does not regulate sufficiently the
activity of such companies.

With the regard to an undisputable importance of venture capital companies
for SME the accelerated preparation and enacting of relevant pieces of legisla-
tion is the question of further support to SME and improvement of the condi-
tions for its development.

There is a general demand for such an organisation of the legislation process
so that at least basic general acts are more lucid and understandable. It is also
requested that the full versions of these laws are published more frequently.

In the implementation of the Support Programme for the Implementation
of the Spin-off Methodology the NADSME proposes to pass the legislation
defining socially purposeful jobs with a possibility of application for an allowance
for funding this job if small or medium enterprise employ a person who is not reg-
istered as unemployed as stated in the Act No. 189/1994 Coli. Separation of small
and medium enterprises from large industrial enterprises within the franlework of
spin-off process is usually accompanied with a dismissal of persons employed in
the separating shop, etc., from their mother company and their new employment
in a new company. The new company thus creates the jobs for workers who would
sooner or later join the mass ofregistered unemployed due to the reduction of pro-
ductioll or closing down of the shop which is a subject of separation.

In connection with the "Spin-off" Programme it is necessary to say that in the
prepared principles of the National Council act on employment there is a support
of employment of special groups of citizens being solved with the remark that the
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financial contribution can be provided per each vacancy to the employer who will
employ the school graduate or adolescent, long-term unemployed, person of more
than 50 years of age or the person after receiving the parental allowance.

2.2.2. Financial Encumbrance
The financial encumbrance of enterpreneurs is in their view still one of the

barriers to the development of SME. Its quantification does not essentially dif-
fer from the state: described in the Report on the state of SME as of December
31st 1994. If any changes occurred they contributed to a more deeper under-
standing of the financial encumbrance as an existential and development barri-
er. It is obvious :from the preceding chapter that it is influenced by a rapid and
sometinles uncoordinated adoption of pieces of legislation which are dependent
on one another, e. g. the connexion with raising of minimum wage and
unchanged limit for payments to funds.

The aforementioned facts were proved by a survey done by research compa-
ny MEMRB Slovakia Ltd. in 1995 where the financial encumbrance is charac-
terised and seen by the entrepreneurs as one of the most relevant factors having
a negative influence on the possibilities of starting business and its development.
Two other moments have an impact - shortage of sources of credits or venture
and seed capital funds and direct or indirect financial support (lack ofbonifica-
tions, subsidies or tax allowances).

The existing options - tax allowances concerning investments are oflittle motiva-
tion for minor entrepreneurs because they can neither cover the demanded extent of
investments nor they can be supplementary covered from cheap resources of credits.

Based on the comparison of the financial encumbrance of entrepreneurs
through the taxation in Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia it can be
stated that individual income taxes are principally equal and the corporate
income tax is lowest in Hungary (36 %). The payments for social and health
insurance in various European countries are as follows: Poland - 47 %, Hungary
- 61 %, Slovak Republic - .50 %, Czech Republic 45,5 %, Germany - 39,1 %,
Belgium - 37,9 %, France - 45,8 %, Italy - 52,2 %, Netherlands - 53,4 %, and
their division between employers and employees is different. With the regard to
differences concerning the arrangement of the state's social role and taxation
policy, which although not being principal, it is not possible to make explicit
conclusions out of this comparison. However, it is a fact that the positive macro-
economic development should enable an adoption of stimulative measures in the
area of the financial encumbrance of entrepreneurs.
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The area of the financial encumbrance of SME therefore remains one of the
important spheres for looking for tools for support to the development ofSME and
concerns all involved institutions - National Council of SR, government, min-
istries but also financial institutions and the entire network of support institutions.

2.2.3. Position of entrepreneurs in the society and
business culture

Entrepreneurs are still carry a negative assessment in society, sometimes as
an antisocial element, despite of the endeavours of several relevant institutions.
It will be necessary to conduct a positive media campaign publicize the docu-
mented contributions of business community to the improvement of society's
life and the solution of social problems.

It is necessry to note, and several surveys proved it, that the negative position
of an entrepreneur is influenced also by subjective features which are manifest-
ed in the business culture, either in the relation of an enterpreneur's to the pub-
lic (clients) or between entrepreneurs themselves. The basic areas of which
increased influence can contribute to more realistic assessment of entrepreneurs
and improvement of business culture are here education,.consultancy and infor-
mation.

These are the areas which are getting higher appreciation in the entrepreneurs'
consciousness, however, they still have no appropriate place in the category of
minor entrepreneurs. The reason is also that the institutions engaged in the
aforementioned activities have more existential problems than the possibilities
for improvement of their service.

Improving the social position of entrepreneurs must be one of the recognised
goals of development and support for SME. The NADSME's publication of the
journal PODNIKANIE, the organisation of the 1st Conference on Small and
Medium Enterprises in December 1995 with wide participation of entrepreneurs
and representatives of ministries and institutions for support to business, the
publication of the Guide to the Initiatives for Support to SME and an intensive
cooperation with mass media creates a basis for improvements in the business
culture.
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3. Development (1991 - 1994) and
State of SME in 1995

3.1. Sole proprietors
Based on the applicable legislation doing business, i. e. to pursue in the

capacity of entrepreneur in one's own name (trade name) and at one's own
responsibility to make profit, is possible in the Slovak Republic in the following
forms pursuant to the Commercial Code:

• sole proprietor not registered in the Commercial Register
• sole proprietor registered in the Commercial Register
• person doing business on the other basis than Act on Business pursuant

to specific regulations
• partnership and corporation
• cooperative
• foundation
• association

Sole proprietor, as one of the organisational forms of business, can do busi-
ness on the basis of a business license (not registered in the Commercial
Register) or can be registered in the Commercial Register by which it acquires
the character of so-called legal entity. In the former case we speak about sole
proprietors, in the case of subjects registered in the Commercial Register about
legal entities " small, medium and large enterprises. The criterion for the divi-
sion is pursuant to the Act No. 100/1995 ColI. the number of employees. Small
enterprises ha.ve 1 to 24 employees, medium enterprises 25 to 499 employees
and large enterprises 500 and more employees.

Since 1992, the nwnber of registered entrepreneurs has been showing the decli-
ning trend which continued also in 1995. The total number of registered entrepre-
neurs 275 100 showed the following percentual changes in comparison with 1994:

licensed entrepreneurs 248204 90,2 % - 5,9 %
freelance professions 7307 2,7% + 194,6 %

The decrease 0f the number oflicensed entrepreneurs was significant in Kosice
and in the regions ofZilina, Cadca and Nitra. In case ofZilina, Cadca and Svidnik
the decreasing trend is persistent. The growth was recorded in the Southern dis-
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tricts of Galanta, Levice, Vranov nad Topl'ou but also in that of Liptovsk:y
Mikulas. In other cases the changes are less essential. The least number of the
licensed entrepreneurs is registered in the district of VefkY KrtiS although the
growth of the absolute number was recorded in 1995. (Diagrams 3.1, 3.2, 3.6).

There was a significant cancellation of business licenses and concessions in
the first two months of the year and then again, in June and July when sanctions
were imposed upon entrepreneurs who violated the now compulsory use of the
cash registers in their business. However, new license applications kept the
decline to 7,400 by June 30, 1996 and 15,529 by the end of 1995).

This number involves mostly unregulated licenses, i. e. trade, purchase and sa-
les of goods, agent's services (about 70 %). Other decrease involved regulated ac-
tivities and crafts. The social structure of these entrepreneurs is made up by groups
who mostly have side businesses or who are retired or who are students as well as
by entrepreneurs who work out of their homes and do not have an office or shop.

Significant growth has occurred in the category of freelance professions which
rose 200 % over 1994. This growth is a reflection of the privatization in the health
services whereof the total numberof7,314 are 2,703 casualty wards, 1,684 dentists,
568 manufacturers of medical instruments and 448 phamiacies. (Diagram 3.3).

In some sectors there was a moderate drop in the issuance of licenses in
industry (- 0.8 %), civil engineering (- 2.1 %), economic and financial services
(- 1.3 0/0). Growth was recorded in the sectors of trade (+ 2.4 %) and tourism
(+ 0.4 %). (Diagrams 3.4 and 3.5).

In order to make the look on the development of the business environment as
realistic as possible NADSME established contacts with Datacentrum, an organi-
sation commissioned by the Ministry of Finance of SR to process tax return
accounting closures for 1994. The data acquired will contribute to a more detailed
picture of the dynamism of business in Slovakia from an economic point of view.

Significant differences in the total registration of sole proprietors and legal
entities have been noted between the list maintained by the commercial register
maintained in the region offices and those which are based upon data from the
Statistical Office ofSR and Datacentrum as of December 31st 1994. The data of
Datacentrum shows a less significant difference in the outlYing districts and the
biggest difference in Bratislava, Nitra, Tmava, Zilina, Kosice. Bigger differ-
ences were noted in the differences in the numbers of registered sole preprietors
as opposed to those of legal entities.
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This difference is caused by several factors. The most considerable moment
is the fact that following the great interest in business activities in 1991 to 1993
a reduction of the interest came especially with the entrepreneurs doing their
business beside their main job which was not reflected in the statistical state-
ments. Such entrepreneurs did not make accounting closures then and this group
includes also those whose income from business activity is minimal or those
who state their costs as a lump sum deductible from their income. Sole proprie-
tor or legal entity may be pursuant to the law a holder of several licenses and
concessions which causes a lower accuracy of the entire survey.

The results from this category of the sole proprietor are recorded in the sta-
tistical register but not in the outputs from the processing of accounting closures.
This fact is more apparent in larger towns where the percentage share of side
business activities is much higher than in rural areas.

3.2. Legal entities

The dymunic growth in the number of small and medium enterprises - legal
entities - continues. The total number of such profit-0l1ented enterprises (exclu-
sive of those active in the field of agriculture, hunting, fishing and forestry) grew
up by 17.6 % frorn 1994 to a new total of 41,126. There is strong growth in small
enterprises with up to 24 employees. But the same is not true of SME emploing
100 to 499 employees. In this sector the number is declining. The greatest is
occurring in the larger towns of Slovakia (Kosice, Banska Bystrica, Zilina)
including Bratislava. No reduction in the number of registered SMEs was not
recorded in any Jregion. (Diagrams 3.7, 3.8, 3.12).

Regarding the legal form ofSMEs the number of the companies with limited lia-
bility grew by 23.8 % and joint stock companies by 25 %. The number of sole pro-
prietors registered in The Commercial Registers grew by 126 (3.2 %). The number
of state enterprise declined by 18.7 % and the number of cooperatives declined as
well. There was a considerable growth of the percentage of the private property and
proPerty owned by foreign and international entities. (Diagrams 3.9. to 3.11.).

There were 760 state enterprises as of December 31st 1995. Thereof273 state
enterprises are in the process of liquidation. The enterprises in the process ofliq-
uidation include mainly various district and municipal enterprises, Komunalne
sluzby (local authorities' services), Domace potreby (distribution network of
household appliances), Otex-odevy (distribution network of garments and tex-
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tile), Re~tauräcie (restaurants), building enterprises and some research and
development institutes.

The structure of current 487 state enterprises is heterogenous. The highest
percentage is constituted by cargo and bus transportation enterprises, civil engi-
neering and food processing industry.

3.2.1. Contribution of SME to Employment
2,019,800 persons were employed in the national economy ofSR in 1994 that

is 2.2 % growth in comparison with 1994. The number of employees decreased
circa by 0,8 % in the large companies. The development was influenced especial-
ly by the growth of employment by 46.8 % in snlall organisations with up to 24
employees and a moderate decrease in the organisations with 25 and more
employees. These trends are even more favourable in the selected SMEs accord-
ing to the following structure where the employment in the first category grew by
54 % or 7.4 % respectively. (Diagram 3.14). Similar situation is in the case of the
employees in crafts where, according to the estimation of the Statistical Office of
the SR 360,000 workers are employed.

The development of employment in enterprises by the number of employees

Indicator Number of employees
up to 10 11 to 24 25 to 99 100 to 499

IndustIy 8309 23 103 39022 141 512
Index 1994 = 100 99,1 155,3 118,6 104,0
Civil engineering 3366 13 300 19974 36692
Index 1994 = 100 121,3 113,9 119,0 89,0
Road carriage of freight 1 285 643 2303 8443
Index 1994 = 100 56,7 118,4 108,2 146,4
Inner trade 19356 3475 10794 18934
Index 1994 = 100 234,8 105,9 104,5 100,1
Services 19 843 7483 23 681 29483
Index 1994 = 100 186,3 64,8 137,4 110,7

These data show the obvious growth of the number of employees excluding the
categories of industry up to 10 employees, civil engineering 100 to 499 employees,
road carriage of freight up to 10 employees and services 11 to 24 employees. The
most considerable growth was recorded in the category of microenterprises (up to
10 employees) in the inner trade and services and the most considerable decline
was recorded in this category of enterprises active in road carriage of freight.
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3.2.2. Contribution of SME to the total output of
selected branches of NE

Industrial production has continued to grow for the second year. Total output
rose by 8.3 % over 1994 to a total of Sk 497.2 billion. The efficiency of trans-
port measured by the volume of added value declined by 3.9 % in current prices
in comparison with 1994. The revival of investment activities was reflected in
the stoppage of the two-year decline of the output of building construction. The
market services even with the nloderation of the growth pace belonged to the
development areas of economy. The largest share consisted of the revenues from
consultancy, advertising, immobilities business and from the area of holiday,
cultural and sports activities.

The SME sector (including sole proprietors) showing the highest growth com-
pared to 1994 was in the industrial production (39.1 % in comparison with 35,4 %),
trade (92.1 to 88.4 %) and transportation (91.8 to 89.3 0/0). (Diagranl No. 3.15).

Small enterprises had the biggest share in trade, industrial production,
immobilities business, trade services and building construction. The most
favourable development of production in sector was reached by the small enter-
prises in industry, building construction and trade. Their share on the total out-
put of the individual sector was 4.8 % in the industry, 16.8 % in building con-
struction, 16.1 % in the road carriage of freight, 23.8 % in retail sales and 31.6
% in selected nlarket services. The investment activity of small enterprises rep-
resented 8.7 ~Ioof the total volunle of investments.

Medium enterprises produced 23.3 % of the industrial output, 37.7 % of
building construction, 34.3 % of road carriage of freight, 10.9 % of trade sales
and 31.3 % of selected market services. The most favourable development of the
production by sector was reached by medium enterprises in the road carriage of
freight and selected market services. The share of mediwn enterprises on the
total volunle of investments reached 37.7 %.

There was a higher number of sole proprietors in trade, repair services and
transport by the end of the year. However there were declines in some sectors as
well. Civil engineering declined by 17.1 % and the trade services sector
decreased by 12.6 %. According to the estimation of 1995 the sole proprietors
contributed 11 % to the total production of industry and 21 % to the total output
of civil engineering. They contributed also 41.3 % to the road carriage of freight,
57.4 % to retail sales revenues and 33.6 % to selected market services.
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3.3. Dynamics of the SME Development

Tendencies and reasons of the establishment and extinction of entrepreneur-
ial subjects create the separate chapter of the monitoring of the entrepreneurial
environment development which gives the evidence of the whole dynamics of
this sphere. Partially we have touched this problem in the chapter 3.1. According
to the fact that the Statistical Office of the SR registers 59,422 abolished busi-
nesses in total in 1995, but the overall decrease is only 15,529 businesses, the
difference of circa 44,000 newly established businesses (FO) corresponds with
the data processed by the Ministry of Interior Affairs of the SR from the inputs
of trade departments. It is clear that by this way circa 18 - 20 % of trade licences
has "changed" in 1995. (Diagrams 3.16 and 3.17)

In the category of SME - legal persons circa 865 enterprises were abolished,
but the overall increase is circa 6,151 enterprises, it means that during the eva-
luated period 7,016 enterprises in total have been established, which represents
a "variation" of circa 17 % enterprises registered in the Commercial Register.
(Diagrams 3.18 and 3.19)
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4. State Support to SME
4.1. Ministry of Economy of the SR

The Ministry of Economy of the SR, being the responsible authority for the go-
vernment's economic policy, is also the creator of the economic strategy. It considers
the support to development of 5MB one of its priorities. This is the main reason why
it paid attention to the further fulfilment of the Programme of the' complex support to
SME in framework of which NADSME has been active for more than 3 years. New
programmes of the development ofSMB were prepared in 1995 in cooperation with
NADSME, approved by the government and being prepared for implementation

Another important result of the cooperation between the Ministry of
Economy of the SR and NADSME is preparation and adoption of the Act No.
100/1995 CoIl. on the State Support to Small and Medium Enterprises as a legi-
slation tool of the Programme of the complex support to SME.

State development programmes are the third area of activities implement-
ed by the Ministry of Economy with the aim of support to the development of
SME. In 1995 the support to SME was implemented through the following state
development programmes:

Programme of the support to the development of tourism in the SR
- Programme of the support to the economic activities leading to savings

in energy and imported raw materials
- Pro granIDle of Energy Consumption Reduction in residential houses

and apartments

Evaluation (>fthese programmes is shown in the section 4.5.2.

The Ministry of Economy of the SR carries out the support to small and me-
diunl enterprises through the National Agency for Development of Small and
Medium Enterprises and the Slovak Guarantee Bank.

4.2. National Agency for Development of Small
and Medium Enterprises

The most important institutional tool of the support to small and medium
enterprises is the National Agency for Development of Small and Medium
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Enterprises. During nlore than three years of its existence it has confirmed its
necessity as a coordinating body for all activities aimed at the support to the
development of SME, as an universal infornlation centre for domestic and fo-
reign entrepreneurs, as an organiser of educational and consultancy programmes
as well as a provider of a wide scope of financial support programmes for SME.

It develops intensively the multilateral (PHARE PMU) as well as bilateral
cooperation with the institutions oriented on the support to the development of
SME in Slovakia.
A detailed evaluation of all NADSME's activities is shown in the following
sections.

4.2.1. Coordinating function
In 1995, NADSME continued in the coordination of the activities in this area.

Contacts were established and the coordination developed in various areas lead-
ing to the formation of more positive business environment in Slovakia as well
as to improving the status of SME and entrepreneurs' organisations.

As part of the process of drafting and implementation of government's poli-
cy of the development for small and medium enterprises, NADSME prepared
the Report on the State and Development of Small and Medium Enterprises and Its
Support in 1994 under the supervision and in cooperation with the ME SR This
report was reviewed by the government ofSR in September 1995. The resolution of
government of SR No. 707 dated 26 SeptenIber 1995 formulated the tasks required
to begin the implementation of the medium-tern I state policy of SME support.

The report on the state of small and medium enterprises and its support in the
first half of 1995 was also submitted to the discussion at the government session.
The part of the aforementioned reports were the pieces of quarterly information
on SME finance support programmes execution.

By the end of December 1995, the Programme of the Support of Small and
Medium Entrepreneurship in 1996 was prepared and submitted to the discussion
at the government session. This material was a proposal of 14 programmes for the
implementation in 1996. The following ones were approved by the government:

- Programme of the support to industrial production based on domestic
raw materials

- Programme of the development of crafts and seIVices for the population
- Seed Capital Programme
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- Support programme for the implementation of the spin-off method
- Progrronme of SME advisory services enlargement
- Programme of education and trainings for SME
- Housing Programme
- Programme of housing seasonability

In November 1995, NADSME in cooperation with Entrepreneurs' Association
of Slovakia and Slovak Union of Small Business Owners organized the 1st Con-
ference on SME in Slovak Republic under the auspices of the Prime Minister of SR.
The participants in three sections discussed legislation and taxation questions, pro-
blems of training, education and infornlation support ofSME and SMEs' access to
capital resources. Special attention was paid to the financial support progranunes.
The conclusions of the conference contributed to our greater understanding of the
perceived desires of entrepreneurs as they affect these areas of concern.

Legislative drafting activities were carried out by NADSME in cooperation
with the Ministry of Economy of Slovak Republic. Based on this cooperation the
Act No. 100/1995 ColI. on the State Support to Small and Mediwn Enterprises
was passed by the National Council of SR in May 1995. NADSME has been
involved in itl) preparation since the beginning of the legislation process.

The National Agency in cooperation with entrepreneurs' organisations, espe-
cially with Entrepreneurs' Association of Slovakia and Slovak Union of Small
Business Owners, as well as utilising other initiatives from the business sphere
submitted proposals of amendments to several acts defining the business envi-
ronment within its yearly reports on the state of SME.

Regular updating of the acts and regulations relevant to SME is sent by
NADSME to the RAIC and BIC network for the purposes of advisory services
provided to s.mall and medium entrepreneurs.

Cooperation with unions and associations of entrepreneurs is of a special
importance. In 1995 the cooperation with the Entrepreneurs' Association of
Slovakia continued aimed at support of the Association's activities to form more
positive business environment and improving the situation of the Association
itself. A training seminar and an international seminar for the members of the
Slovak Union of Small Business Owners were organised in cooperation with the
respective Union. The headquarters of the Union and several regional small
business owners communities were equipped with computers and office devices.
The positive output of this cooperation is an involvement of the Union in the
international cooperation with similar organisations in Europe.
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An important issue was the cooperation with the Association of Civil-Work
Entrepreneurs of Slovakia concerning the project of infonl1ation systems in civil. .engIneenng.

4.2.2. Advisory and Educational Activities
The qualitative level of knowledge is an essential determinant of the quality

of work in any area of economy. The formation of the market economy demands
that quality advisory, consultancy, information and educational services are pro-
vided also in the area of small and medium enterprises.

RAICs and BICs provide complex advisory and information services to the
persons showing the interest in starting business, starting and well-off business-
filen in all areas involving business, organise training courses, seminars and par-
ticipation of entrepreneurs in domestic and international exhibitions.

The basic activity of RAICs and BrCS is provision of advisory services and
expertises. The basic advisory services concerns all issues necessary for the estab-
lishment of an independent finn. The essential part of advisory and infonuation ser-
vices was provided free of charge to the small and mediwn entrepreneurs in 1995
because the services were funded from the PHARE Programme. These were espe-
cially basic advisory and information services for starting and existing entrepreneurs
but also business plan assessment or its preparation to receive the credits from the
Support Credit Programme, commercial credits or subsidies from the labour offices.

RArcs and BICs elaborated 945 and made assessments of 626 business plans
in 1995. (Diagrall1 No. 4.1). The major part of the prepared business plans was
from the area of production and services.The entrepreneurs were provided 6,072
expert consultations focused on business plans, marketing, book-keeping, legi-
slation and credit schemes ofNADSME (Diagram 4.2.).

A basic focus of the BICsI activity included the selection of innovative firms
who could be part of a programme providing so called incubator services for
new or YOWlgfirms. BICs provide such firms with long-term assistance (2 to 3
years) which helps them reduce the costs required for starting-up.

In 1995, there were altogether 53 firms in BICsI "incubators": 15 in BIC
Bratislava, 14 in BIC Prievidza, 13 in BIC Spisskä Nova Yes, 11 in BIC Kosice.

The incubator firms are oriented especially on new technologies from various
areas of production and services.
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One of the goals of activities of RAICs and BICs is the contribution to the
solution of the tmemployment problem. They therefore pay considerable atten-
tion to the clients intending to start their own business or to create a new job
opportunity. There were 519 new enterprises established and 1,769jobs created
or retained with the assistance ofRAICs and BICs. (Diagrams 4.3, 4.4).

There were 110 training courses and seminars in 1995 organised by RAICs
and BICs in which 1,748 small and medium entrepreneurs from starting-up and
existing enterprises took part.

The training and seminars were oriented on the following fields:

- essentials of business, ISO 9000 quality management, marketing, international
cooperation and promotion of export, rural. tourism, inventions and patents,
lands development, financial management, amendments to the Acts on Income
Tax and VATli amendment to the Act on Cash Registers, bankruptcy proceed-
ings, price policy in the market economy, low cost water cleaning stations, dou-
ble entry accounting, spin-off training and others.

The project of the education for tmemployedwho want to set their own firm
and start business was successfully implemented during all the year.

This complex programme of education and consultancy is coordinated by
the CEPAC Slovakia Association the founders of which are CEPAC Soissons
from France, Fund for Employment of the SR and NADSME.

The programme is implemented through RAICs and BICs. There were 14
training and consultancy programmes organised in 1995within the franlework of
which 180 participants were trained. The participants of the courses were select-
ed in the cooperation with labour offices. 64 participants of the total number of
180 started to run their business, thereof 12 in industrial production, 5 in agri-
culture, 36 in services and 11 in trade. They created also 59 more job positions.

Keeping line with the global trend the employees of RAICs and BICs spread
their range of knowledge improving thus the quality of their work. In compli-
ance with the individual growth of the employees' qualification RAICs and BICs
are trying to acquire the quality certificate of ISO 9000 for advisory and educa-
tional institutions.

RAIC Poprad implemented a pilot project ISO 9000 in cooperation with
English advisory agency Project North East. The main goal of the project was
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an application for ISO 9000 standards for providing advisory services in SR.
The acceptance of this application will result in the registration and acquisition
of ISO 9002 quality certificate. An additional goal of the project was a creative
application of the knowledge and experience of the English business agency
PNE in this field in the conditions of Slovak business centre which was intend-
ed to result in a greater expertise in the preparation of documents concerning
quality in Slovak export-oriented small and medium firms.

The activities of individual RAICs and BICs are shown in the attached table.

Institutional arrangement of the state support functions

The Regional Advisory and Information centres and Business Innovation
Centres foml the institutional network supported by the National Agem;y for
Development of Small and Medium.Enterprises. The phase of en establishment
of RAICs and BICs was principally completed in 1994. Besides RAICs and
BICs the Ministry of Economy of the SR supported the following local initia-
tives through NADSME: Technology Centre in Tmava, Science and
Technology Innovation Centre in Banskä Bystrica, Advisory Centre for Small
and Medium Enterprises in Dubnica nad Vahonl, Pro-Orava Foundation in
Dolny Kubin, Regional Development Agency Banskä Stiavnica and environs,
Regional Information Centre in Rovinka and Labour Foundation in Martin.

As only one BIC in Banskä Bystrica should be established in futureNADSME
in cooperation with RAICs and BICs prepared the project of the establishment
branch offices whereby the institutional arrangement of the state support func-
tions would be spread to yet uncovered regions. The original proposal anticipat-
ed a transformation of the existing Business Advisory Centres and incorporation
of their employees in the branch offices. As the aforementioned centres were
abolished it was not possible to make use of them, and new branch offices were
established in cooperation with regional government administration, local go-
vernments, associations of entrepreneurs and other regional authorities.

The goal in this area of funding is to encourage the RAIC and BICs to devel-
op their own funding sources besides the sources provided by the PHARE
Programme. There is a plan to reach this goal by increasing support from the state
budget, from Inembership fees in loc'a! organisations and fees from client's ser-
vices as well as gradual attachments to the progranuues of the European Union.

RAICs, BIes and their branch offices ensure an essential part of the regional
development through the support to small and nlediunl enterprises and by solv-
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ing of projects having impact on the respective region. This enables them to
develop the activities implemented by regional development agencies in gener-
al. The hitherto activity of RArCs and BICs must be completed with a specific
part with a separate plan to ensure the coordination of multisectoral activities.
Such a method is successfully proved in the BIC Prievidza where the Council
for the development of the region of Upper Nitra incorporated a part of coordi-
nation of the multisectoral activities of the regional development agency instead
of the establishment of a new institution.

SME and the Regional Development

The development of small and medium enterprises is one of the basic tools
which should be implemented in all parts of the state economic policy including
regional policy. The tools of the regional policy are in fact the tools of support to
business and they should create preferential conditions for the solution of regional
disparities making use of natural conditions and sources of the concrete regions.

The network of RAICs and BICs ensures the essential part of the regional
development through the support to small and mediwn enterprises. Very good
knowledge of the economy of particular regions, preconditions of the region for
further development as well as background of knowledge, information and tech-
nology are the main prerequisities for the incorporation of the functions of
regional development agencies in the centres' activities. The activities of the
RAICs and BIes in the area of the regional development are in compliance with
the resolution of the Slovak govenUllent No. 707 dated September 26th 1995 sti-
pulating the utilisation of existing network of RAICs and BICs in the process of
establishment of regional development agencies with goal of an elimination of
the duplicity of institutions and of simultaneous spreading of the network ensu-
ring the regional development and the support to small and medium enterprises.

Besides basic advisory services and education RAICs and BICs solve also the
projects of the regional development. One of the important projects aimed at the
contribution to the development of several regions is the Project of enlargement
of the territorial responsibility of the centres through their branch offices.

The aim of the projects of the formation of the branch offices is bringing the
advisory services to the entrepreneurs in the regions which are not covered by
the RAIC and BIC network.

During 1995, the branch offices Rinlavskä Sobota and Vel'kY Krtis of RAIC
Lucenec and the branch office Zlate Moravce of RAIC Nitra were established.
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RArc Presov prepared the project of establishment of the branch office in
Vranov nad Topfou, RArC Zvolen of the branch office in Krupina and BIC
Bratislava prepared projects of establishment of Regional Information Centre

v

Rovinka and Regional Development Agency Banska Stiavnica and environs,
Ltd., and the project Fonnation of a branch office for the Technology Centre
Tmava. These projects were carried out in cooperation with NADSME.

RArc Povazska Bystrica was the first of the centres to provide funding for
the Micro-loan Scheme which is aimed at providing financial assistance to gra-
duates of the long-term CEPAC course. It is hoped that this Micro-loan Scheme
will lead to a decrease of unemployment where it is operational. In cooperation
with the Department of the Regional Development of the District Office, the
RAIC PovaZska Bystrica became involved in the preparation of the project of
Revitalisation of the PovaZska Bystrica District implemented in the cooperation
with the French organisation rCOSI Paris.

In 1995, the centres carried out and began implementation of several projects
of the regional development.

BIC Spisska Nova Yes comnlenced the project Opening of BIC branch
offices in Krompachy and Gelnica which helps to solve the development of
SME and job creation in the region.

RAIC Trebisov implemented the project of the promotion of business activi-
ties and sightseeings of the region.

RAICs Zvolen and Martin were involved in the project aimed at building
business links between Slovak and British enterprises which was financed by
Know How Fund.

RArc Trencin prepared the project Potential and Limits. of the Development
of the Region aimed at economic development of small and medium enterprises.

RAIC Martin within the framework of the support to SME inthe region ofTuriec
implemented several projects, e.g. establishment of the Guild of Manufacturers of
Toys and preparation of a permanent exhibition in the Municipal Office in Martin.

RAIC Trencin was preparing the project Potential and Limits of the
Development of the Region aimed at the preparation of a document on poten-
tials and barriers to the development of the region with a regard to economic
development and small and medium enterprises.
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RAIC Nitra together with NADSME implemented the project Promotion of
RAICs Nitra at exhibitions through which a participation of selected entrepre-
neurs at LIGNUMEXPO'95 and INTERRACIO'95 exhibitions was supported.

BIC Prievidza participated in the solution of the projects aimed at assistance
in restructuring four enterprises in the region, revitalisation of mining site and
creation of new jobs for miners.

BIC Kosice prepared the project Establishing a Business Incubator the main
goal of which is a direct support to the new enterprises with innovative character,
export orientation and utilisation of domestic resources and regional potential.

4.2.3. Information Functions
In 1995, the NADSME's activity in this area was oriented on the development

of bilateral relations with partner organisations, on the participation in the pro-
grammes with the partners from EU countries oriented on the support to the
development of the business environment in Slovakia implemented through
NADSME, and on the stabilisation of the position of the Corresponding
EuroInfoCentre (EICC) in the structure of the information centres established by
the DG XXIII Comnlission in Brussels.

The EICC in 1995 was spreading its activities in field of consultancy for
domestic and foreign entrepreneurs along with execution of the proved activi-
ties of identification of cooperation partners for small and medium enterprises
and organising Slovak participation at professional events abroad. The centre
makes use of EU accessible databases (e. g. CELEX, CORDIS) which form the
basic information structure on legislation and scientific and technical projects as
well as the databases on Slovak business environment which gradually emerge
from the centre's direct contacts with domestic subjects.

The nwnber and structure of the reactions to requests of foreign partners is
shown in the attached diagram. The absolute growth of demands in comparison
with 1994 is 12.5 per cent.

Information activities for SME

The information support and promotion of SME was ensured also by pu-
blishing the first two issues of the monthly PODNIKANIE in 1995 which was
free of charge distributed to small and medium entrepreneurs mainly through the
network of RAICs and BICs.
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Cooperation contacts

EICC has been working in the BRE system since 1994. The system links
more than 470 coordination offices in 61 countries and enables an exchange of
information leading to business cooperation by foreign firms with Slovak indus-
try. The EICC publishes selected offers from foreign partners in the nation-wide
press business sections and distributes them in the business information systenl
to regional centres. In 1995, the EICC monitored 1,860 offers from abroad and
sent 125 processe.d business profiles of Slovak companies for the central pro-
cessing in Brussels. The centre also responded to 255 foreign demands con-
cerning the selection of potential Slovak cooperation partners. EICC started also
the negotiation of the implementation of further so-called BC-Net system.

Support of Slovak SMEs at domestic exhibitions

In 1995, the National Agency for Development of Small and Mediunl
Enterprises has for the first time made a financial contribution to support the
participation of domestic exhibitors at the following exhibitions:

1. Interstone'95
2. Lignwnexpo'95, SOSP'95 + Conex
3. Glasscer + Chemplast + Interracio' 95

NADSME prepared the criteria for the provision on the financial support to
cover a part of costs on participation of small and mediunl entrepreneurs in exhi-
bitions. The purpose is help to small producers for whom a participation in such
a specialised action is crucial for the development of their firm.

To participate in this programme, an organiser of an exhibition executes a con-
tract with NADSME setting forth its plans for participation in the exhibition and
confirms its agreement to adhere to rules established by NADSME. The total
number of small Slovak companies supported by this programme up to date is 33.

Organising of participation in international business activities

EICC, as a national coordinator, has been organising the participation of
Slovak fimls in business exchanges organised by European Union known as
Europartenariat and Interprise for more than two years. (The survey of the
development of the participation of the Slovak entrepreneurs in the individual
Europartenaria.ts is shown in the diagram 4.6.).
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In 1995, the participation in the following events was organised:

1. Interprise Fair Gorizia, Italy, January 26 to 28, 1995
2. Europartenariat Nordrhein- Westfalen '95, Dortmund, March 20 to 21, 1995
3. Spring Trade Fair Celje, Slovenia, May 15 to 17, 1995
4. Europartenariat Portugal '95, Lisbon, November 24 to 25, 1995
5. Brussels Eureka 1995

Interprise in Gorizia covers the sectors of agriculture, textile industry, wood
and furniture industry, civil engineering, tourism and information technologies.

The event was attended by 170 companies from Italy, Germany, Spain,
France, Estonia, Scotland, Slovenia and Hungary. Slovakia was represented by
17 small and medium enterprises at Interprise.

The twelfth Europartenariat took place in Dortmund, Germany, in spring.
Eighteen Slovak companies which attended the event had almost 200 business
meetings with German enterprises and other meetings with the finns from other
participating countries.

In May, we organised the Slovak participation ..in the international fair in
Slovenian Celje. The Slovak exhibitors presented their products and services by
promotional materials and small exhibits.

Europartenariat in Lisbon was a presentation of 406 enterprises from Portugal
and their potential partners form 52 countries (EU cOWltries, and cOWltries
receiving the assistance from PHARE and TACIS programmes). Slovakia was
represented by 10 firnls oriented mainly on mechanical engineering.

The 44th international fair of inventions and innovations Brussels Eureka
1995 occurred on November 8 to 15, specialised on presentation of brand new
inventions, models, know-how, design and innovations. Through this presenta-
tion, the proprietor can find a potential manufacturer or an investor for the next
research. The average yearly amount of contracts signed between the
researchers and producers at this fair exceeds billion of Belgian francs.

NADSME accepted the offer of the Belgian partner to take part at the event
as a member of Euro-Info-Centres network and presented inventions and iIU10-

vations fronl Slovakia in its booth. It was a total of three companies which we
presented together with the Office of Industrial Property of SR, and all of them
were awarded in their categories.
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For all of these events, the EICC prepared a publicity campaign to notify
Slovak firms about the opportunities available to participate in these events.

Business Information System

NADSME began the operation of a pilot business infonnation system (BIS) in
the RAIC Martin. The BIS software will help solve database problems at regio-
nal and at the national level. The database contains information concerning the
entrepreneurs and their activities, demography and regions which are continu-
ously updated. The BIS system and its software will be modified and upgraded
as improvements occur. The communication system connecting the RAICs and
BICs based on a BBS station has been established on a trial basis. The BBS is
regularly updated with news from VANS and BRE systems and other sources of
information. The main advantage of this form of conullunication is that it allows
rapid exchange of information between participants in this programme.

4.2.4. Support to the restructuring of enterprises
NADSME also supports a project which is concerned with the restructuring of

large enterprises or in the cooperation of SME with large enterprises.

Spin-off Proj ect

The Spin-off Project was implemented in 1995 in cooperation with the French
National Agency for the Development of SME (ANCE). Its goal is the verifica-
tion of a method used in more developed countries to provide a set of measures
for the strategic: management of enterprises and their post-privatisation restruc-
turing resulting in the formation of new SMEs and retaining or creating jobs that
otherwise would be lost. The spin-off method can be simply defined as

- a separation of small and medium enterprises from large state or priva-
tised enterprises while the object of separation are non-strategic activities
having direct or indirect links to the carrier operations of the enterprise

- a strategic hwnan resources management, i.e. the solution of the employ-
ment problems: either acute unplanned overemployment, or planned and
expected adaptations of an enterprise to a new situation, e.g. an excess of
employees in connection with an implementation of new technologies.

The small ~U1dmedium enterprises established in this way can partially co-
operate with the "mother enterprise" and later they can find their own market
segment with a possibility of further development.
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More than 70 large enterprises were contacted within the pilot project in 1995
and 12 spin-off projects were identified. Based on their business plans 9 SMEs
were established by separation.

Pursuant to the results reached and a supposed synergic effect of other support
tools, the NADSME proposed the promulgation of the state support spin-offpro-
gramme in cooperation with and through the Ministry of Economy of the SR.

The Subcontracting Exchange of Slovakia (SES)

The crucial task of the Subcontracting Exchange of Slovakia (SES) is to make
contacts with local manufacturers and involve them in the SES's activities which
will result in the development of potential foreign partners. 100 industrial enter-
prises became members of SES between the January 1st and December 31st 1995.
Both small and mediunl enterprises as well as large and important companies are
represented in the SES. The utilisation of UNIDOSS know-how for the
Exchange's growth as well as the nation-wide network of external experts allowed
intensive contacts with member firms. The two-way flow of industrial information
speeded up the search for the most appropriate international contractors.
Employees of SES participated in important fairs and cooperation meetings where
they learned about the needs of international contractors for the cooperation with
Slovak partners and subcontractors (Europartenariat '95 in Dortmund, Cairo Fair
'95, Hannover Messe '95, Kooperation Börse '95 in Graz, Midest '95 in Paris). The
identification of individual demands and particular negotiations including the
drawing documentation (Germany, France, Austria, Egypt) led to the identifica-
tion of suitable partners and subcontractors in Slovakia for foreign contractors.
The result was an improvement of the attractivity of Slovakia as a subcontracting
site for foreign firms where there was a positive ability of perfonnance on the
Slovak side. Mutual advantages on both sides and cooperation in the area of pro-
duction was established. SES facilitated access to the industrial information from
Slovak enterprises what contributed to an increase of exports by some participants.

One result of the active collaboration between NADSME and the Association
of Cooperators of Slovak Mechanical Engineering Enterprises was the 1st
International Cooperation Exchange which created the fOWldation for effective
penetration of Slovak mechanical engineering into the markets ofEU cOWltries.
This event, which took place in September 1995, was attended by 100 Slovak
enterprises and 10 foreign firms who presented their demands directly to the
Slovak firms at meetings agreed to in advance. Based on the personal meetings
of representatives of the companies involved, production agreements were made
with Siemens and Reilang.
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SES members presented their subcontracting offers, industrial and technologi-
cal information by multimedia in the greatest subcontracting fair MIDEST '95.
Three Slovak enterprises exhibiting the offered products took part in the common
exposition ofNADSME/SES with the asssistance of French partners. The Slovak
participation resulted in a flow of demands by foreign contractors which were
analysed and the Slovak partners were gradually identified and addressed.

The priorities for the cooperation with hOlne and foreign govenunent institu-
tions and professional unions were detem1ined. The indicated intentions were
being fulfilled on the basis of the the bilateral cooperation with France (ensured
by the French expert group), Austria and FRG.

4.2.5. Fina.neial support products of the ME SR
implemented by the NADSME

The financial support programnles are designed to bring assistance to small
and medium enterprises who have insufficient financial resources to start or
expand business and to establish reasonable criteria to enable such SME to obtain
State support. It is suggested that attention to be paid to using these supporting
programmes to assist those industries which will have macroeconomic signifi-
cance on the society. Examples of these types of industries include production,
services and tourism. Educational and advisory sevices provided through these
programmes encourage the entrepreneur to adapt to the demands of the market
envirolllllent. In this fashion, the financial support progranmles differ from com-
mon conunercial activities of banks and financial institutions.

Credit Support Programme (CSP)

By its resolution Nr. 740 dated 19 July 1994, the Slovak government
approved the implementation of the Credit Support Progranmle in the total
amount of 600 million Slovak crowns. The programme envisioned additions to
the fund over a period of 5 years resulting in a total revolving fund of Sk 3 bi-
llion. The funds for this credit support programme were generated by pooling
three Sk 200-million contributions from each of three participants: (1) the
Slovak Government, (2) the PHARE programme ofEU (whose contributions are
administered by the National Agency for the Development of Small and
Medium Enterprises) and (3) three selected Slovak commercial banks: Slovak
Savings Bank, j.s.c., Pol'nobanka, j.s.c., and Tatrabanka, j.s.c .. The credit sup-
port programme is designed to help small and mediwn entrepreneurs with up to
500 employess whose line of business involves production, services, crafts and
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tourism, and who intend to use local assets and environment. Within the pro-
gramme it is possible to' provide the loan in the amount of maximum 5 million
Sk with the maturity of 5 years, while the interest rate is in the amount of the
NBS discount rate + 2,5 %. The loan use is designated for the purchase of
machines and equipment, purchase and reconstruction of premises and purchase
of basic stock and raw necessary for the further processing, at a maximum of
50% of a loan provided. The progranm1e was laW1ched in October 1994 and by
the end of 1994 credits totalling the amount of Sk 154.4 million were given.
Other credits totalling the an10unt of Sk 430 million were provided in 1995.

The provision of the credit sources took in account regional aspects and thus
the resources were deployed equally over the entire territory of Slovakia. In case
oflack of business projects in several regions by the end of 1995 the disposable
financial resources were used for fW1ding suitable projects in other locations.
The provision of the credits helped to create or retain 5,691 jobs.

Following the revolving character of the progranm1e the second phase of the
Credit Support Programme was launched by the end of 1995 when the state bud-
get contributed with the sum of Sk 200 million and the SaIne amount was added
to the fund by European Union, PHARE Progranune and Slovak commercial
banks (Slovak Savings Bank, j. s. c., Pol'nobanka, j. s. c.; Tatrabanka, j. s. c., and
Istrobanka, j. s. c.). By pooling the resources the fund for the provision of cred-
its reached the sum of Sk 1.2 billion.

The review of the number and deployment of the qualified projects and of the
granted credits is shown in the tables.

The review of the participation ofindividual banks in provision of credits by
business sectors is shown in the diagrams No. 4.7., 4.8., 4.9.

Review of the recommended business plans qualifying for the CSP criteria
by districts (the period of 1994 - 1~95)

District No.ofapplics. Amounts applied for
as of 31/12/95 as of31/12/95

Bratislava 138 499660500
Banskä Bystrica 19 69 170000
Bardejov 7 21 535 000
Cadca 7 19800000
Dolny Kubin 11 25 850000
Dunajska Streda 19 65432000
Galant a 21 77650000
Humenne 4 13200 000
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Ko~ice 50 166240000
Komarno 10 39920000
Lucenec 23 62890000
Liptovsky Mikuhis 16 51 965000
Levice 14 36650000
Michalovce 7 25 000000
Martin 17 53 030000
Nitra 27 94550000
Nove Zc'uuiy 22 55 050000
Prievidza 11 41 170000
Presov 23 75200000
Poprad 35 96200000
PovaZskä Bystrica 19 48 150000
Rimavskä Sobota 13 29 850000
Roznava 18 50920000
Senica 9 42000000
Svidnik 1 5 000000
Starä rubovila 9 11 300 000
Spisskä Nova Ves 49 122000000
Toporeany 6 23 600000
Trenein 26 62400000
Trnava 32 112 270 000
Trebisov 14 26 850000
VerleYKrtis 4 13200000
Vranov nad Toprou 6 9330000
Zilina 19 58000 000
Ziar nad Hronom 6 19400000
Zvolen 17 53 720 000
Total 729 2278152500

Review of credits given within .the Credit Support Programme by regions
(the period of 1994 - 1995)

District No. of loans Amount of loans
as of 31/12/95 as of31/12/95

Bratislava 22 79870693
Banskä Bystrica 10 34220000
Bardejov 3 10 800000
Cadca 3 5 000000
Dolny Kubin 5 6500000
Dunajskä Streda 9 26750000
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Galanta 8 27800000
Humenne 1 4000000
Kosice 14 30545 000
Komamo 2 3 000000
Lueenec 11 28000000
Liptovsky Mikuhls 7 17200000
Levice 1 600000
Michalovce 1 5 000000
Martin 9 25 879500
Nitra 8 17874500
Nove Z:Uu~y 13 30200000
Prievidza 8 23 300000
Presov 9 20318500
Poprad 7 18000000
PovaZska Bystrica 6 16600000
Rimavska Sobota 5 5 000000
RoZilava 8 14920000
Senica 2 5 000000
Svidnik - -
Stara ~ubovna 5 4980000
Spisska Nova Ves 11 22250000
Toporcany 2 5000000
Trenein 6 9640000
Trnava 12 32060000
Trebisov 4 5 000000
VerleY Krtis - -
Vranov nad Topl'ou 3 3 145 000
Zilina 9 15240000
Ziar nad Hronom 3 5400000
Zvolen 9 30020000
Total 236 589 113 190

Basic information on the Credit Support Programme

Credit support programme Pol'nobanka Slovak Sa- Tatra Total
vings Bank banka

Number of loans 76 129 31 236
Total amoWlt of loans 227,980 246,883 112,11 589,113
(in Sk mill.)
Average loan amount 2,99 1,914 3,616 2,496
(mill. Sk)
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No. of "problem" credits
(unpaid 2 payments of interest
or 1 a ment of ca ital
Amount of the unpaid interests
in Sk nlill.

Amount of the capital unpaid
back in Sk nlill.

Small Loan Scheme (SLS)

5

1,8

1,4

8

0,344

0,8

o

o

o

13

2,1

2,2

The Small Loan Scheme as a pilot project with the total ofECD 1million proved
the possibility of providing the credit lines to small entrepreneurs through "soft"
loans (denominated in Slovak crowns). The programme was implemented through
the Slovak Savings Bank, j. s. cooLoans up to 800,000 Slovak crowns were extend-
ed to small entrepreneurs fulfilling the preconditions and criteria principally applied
in the Credit Support Programme. The first loans were provided in April 1994 and
the total amount of financial resources was exhausted by the end of August 1994. In
1995, the loans were being paid back and new loans were provided from the back
payments. Thus 30 new loans were provided in 1995. The business activities are
from the area of small-scale civil engineering, goods processing, wood production,
services such as repair of sports equipment and cars, laW1driesand active tourism.

Review of loans given to SME in 1995

total as of total as of total as of
31/12/94 30/6/95 31/12/95

No. of applications 150 181 194
No. of qualified applications 59 75 89
Amount advanced 38 526 000 40 156 000 44802260
No. of problem loans 0 5 9
Amount of unpaid capital 0 616696 1 Oll 949
Amount of lUlpaid interest 0 223 144 466 663,4

Review of the loans provided through the Small Loan Scheme by districts
(in the period of 1994 - 1995)

District No. of loans Amount advanced
as of31/12/95 as of 31/12/95

Bratislava 13 5360959
Banska Bystrica 4 2 795 560
Bardejov - -
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~ 2 1 600000Cadca
Dolny Kubin 2 1 100 000
Dunajska Streda 2 800000
Gal anta - -
Humenne - -
Kosice 1 500 000
Komarno - -
Lucenec 1 700000
Liptov. MikuläS 2 791 667
Levice 1 800000
Michalovce 1 800000
Martin 6 3 034000
Nitra 3 1 060000
Nove Zamky 4 3200000
Prievidza 2 950000
Presov 6 3 159 800
Poprad 3 1 799553
PovaZs. Bystrica 3 1 600000
Rimavskä Sobota 4 2500000
Roznava 3 1 952 800
Senica - -
Svidnik - -
Stara :Cubovna - -
Spisska Nova Yes 2 1 584229
TopoYcany 2 1 600000
Trencin 10 2404908
Trnava 5 2 123 780
Trebisov - -
Veney KrtfS - -
Vranov n/ TopYou - -
Zilina 4 800000
Ziar nad Hronom 1 189905,5
Zvolen 2 1 595 099
Total 89 44802260

Number of jobs created through the Small Loan Scheme
Bratislava 71
Western Slovakia 138
Central Slovakia 180
East Slovakia 104
Total 493
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Guarantee Scheme

The NADSME's guarantee programmes are implemented through the Slovak
Guarantee Bank. The guarantee fund with the total amoWlt of ECU 5 million was
established with the contribution ofECU 3 million from PHARE funds and ECU
2 n1illion denominated in Slovak crowns from the state budget. The guarantees
for commercial credits to small and medium entrepreneurs can be provided from
the aforementioned programme up to the maximum amount of Sk 10 million,
while the enterprise must be in operation not shorter than 2 years, employ less
than 100 persons and its business plan is aimed at the sphere of production,
tourism, crafts, repairs and maintenance, or similar activities. The commercial
loan maturity for which a guarantee is being required, shall be up 1 to 5 years.
The guarantee might cover maximWll of 75 % of the demanded credit capital in
1995. The total tOf93guarantees were provided amounting the total volume ofSk
173.5 million. Detailed information on the progran1fl1eis in the section 4.5.2.

Programme of Seed Capital

The Seed Ca.pital Company, Ltd., was established by NADSME. The company
nlanages the Seed Capital FW1dwhich was authorised to make equity investments
up to Sk 5million in small and medium enterprises in Slovakia especially to the fol-
lowing sectors: production, production services and active tourism. In the first half
year of its operation the company was engaged in its organisational and registration
phase. The intention was to allow the company to operate in compliance with its
own statute so as to prevent conflict with the Act No. 248/1992 CoIl. on Investment
Companies and Investment Funds and the Act No. 21/1992 ColI. on Banks.

The company began its operation in accordance with the approved statute in
October 1995. There were 3 session of the Investment committee in 1995 and 2
investments anl0unting Sk 2.5 and 4 million to mechanical engineering enter-
prises were approved.

4.3. NADSME as the Programme Management
Unit for PHARE Programme for Small and
Medium Enterprises

In connexion with the entrusting the NADSME with the function of pro-
gramme management unit of PHARE programme for small and medium busi-
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ness the funds from the EU Comission were allocated through the so-called
Financial Memoranda as follows:

Financial memorandum 1991
Financial memorandum 1993
Financial memorandum 1994

ECU 6,799,000
ECU 6,550,000
ECU 2,250,000

ECU 520,000

ECU 3,000,000
ECU 1,000,000
ECU 5,350,000
ECU 1,000,000

ECU 14,023,000

The funds are disbursed with the half year work programmes and the state as
of December 31st 1995 was as follows:

I. Policy and Development of SME
Institutional support to other activities in the
area of SME, support to the paticipation of SME
in domestic and international exhibitions and
contracting fairs, support to the regional studies
on the business development

II. Education, Advisory and Information Sen'ices ECU 3,155,000
Project and institutional support to the network of
RArCs, BICs and NADSME, tranings for the employees
of the network and .entrepreneurs, publicity campaign
for SME, mediation of contacts and information.

III. Financial Support Programmes ECU 10,350,000
of which:
- Guarantee Scheme
- Small Loan Scheme
- Credit Support Programmes
- Seed Capital Fund

Total I. + II. + III.

4.4. Bilateral Cooperation
Cooperation with Germany

The programme of the establishment of an indepenedent institution for the
support to middle class is implemented on the basis of the cooperation between
RKW (Rationalisierungs-Kuratorium der deutschen Wirtschat e. V.) and
NADSME. In the first half of the year most of the planned seminars for starting-
up and developing Slovak enterprises were organized. In the second half of the
year the advisory services for enterprises and so-called advisory days were prac-
tised. The projects designed for the training of branch specialists for mechanical
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engineering, civil engineering and repair of cars were also launched. A working
seminar oriented on the textile and clothing industry sector was organised. In
June, a week's strategic seminar was held in Germany with the aim of learning
the support progranmles of the province's govenunent to small and mediunl
entrepreneurs, function and activity of the support banks in the respective pro-
grammes, and functions and tasks of the unions of small business owners and
RKW in the course of the implementation of the programmes.

NADSME acts as an intermediating organisation facilitating the participation
of the Slovak party in the process of initiating and funding a project within the
progranul1e of the Ministry for Economical Cooperation of the FRG for the sup-
port to the development of the small business owners' communities and techno-
logy parks in Slovakia. Mapping of the regional structure of the Slovak Union of
Small Business Owners with the aim to identify appropriate recipients for sup-
port was carried out in 1995. The Union's statute was amended, and 2 trainings
for its officials and members were organised to establish the organisational struc-
tures of the Union and the arrangement for the certification of craftsmen and
small entrepreneurs in accordance with ISO 9000. During a two week's stay in
Gemlany, 36 participants studied the problems concerning the activity of the
craftmenship chambers and provisions for giving services to their members. Visit
of exhibitions for the Guild of Joiners and the Guild of Stonedressers were dis-
played and business contacts established. Two employees of the Slovak Union of
Small Business Owners and one short-time local expert are paid by the German
party within the franlework of the cooperation. The Union obtained support to
their activities through the mass media (2 press conferences of the Union) and by
doing an analysis of the needs of craftsmenship in the regions of Slovakia. Based
on the results of this cooperation the goals and priorities are being prepared and
established. The first phase of the project will continue Wltil the end of 1997.

Within the cooperation with the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau in Frankfurt,
an expert was provided who trained NADSME's employeees in the foundations
of financial analysis and assisted in starting up the Seed Capital Company.

Cooperation with the Netherlands

The Dutch model of planning and management used by IMK Agency (an
analogy ofNADSME) was presented to improve the management ofNADSME,
RAICs and HICs. NADSME recommended to implement an unified model of
accounting software in the network of NADSME, RAICs and BrCs as the first
step of its possible application what will be especially important in the process of
the switch of this network to the funding from the state budget. The project of the
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Manager Infonnation System and its basic modules (clients, projects, human
resources) is gradually applied in NADSME. In the area of the direct cooperation
between companies NADSME contacted about 120 Slovak enterprises with the
aim of the facilitation the contacts with the Dutch firms whereof more than 30
showed interest in cooperation with a foreign partner.

The Dutch model business plan was translated and adapted to conditions in
Slovakia and its programme version was prepared in the framework of this
cooperation. This model will be used for the preparation of the business plans as
part of the Credit Support PrograIllille. Gradually it will be offered in other pro-
grammes managed by NADSME.

Cooperation with France

The staff of Subcontracting Exchange of Slovakia (SES) working within the
NADSME together with the members of the French team continued in the
analysing of the demands of French firms for the industrial cooperation with
Slovak partners. They searched for and identified suitable subcontractors and
provide a complex assistance in the execution of contracts. These bilateral
activities culnunated in the SES's participation in the largest subcontracting fair
MIDEST95 in Paris.

The project of establishment of small and mediwn enterprises with the help of the
spin-off method was implemented in cooperation with the French agency ANCE.

There is a considerable deal ofintemational cooperation in the area of trainings
for unemployed organised by CEPAC Slovakia described in the section 4.2.2.

Cooperation ,,,ith the USA

Based on the Agreement on technical assistance of USA to the business envi-
rornnent in Slovakia 15 members of the U.S. Peace Corps were deployed in
Slovakia during 1995 and started to work in NADSME, selected RAICs and
BICs, regional development agencies and two municipality offices.

Fifteen employees of NADSME, RAICs and BICs were trained within the
two-phase Personal management course organised in cooperation with USAID.
The training oriented on problems of recruiting, identification of demands for a
particular job, implementations of techniques and experience in recruitment, etc.
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A project of a.programme for the provision of the microloans to small and
mediwn was prepared in cooperation with the Peace Corps along with the con-
sultation of its funding by the American party.

Cooperation with Japan

The NADSME had intensive contacts with the Japanese organisations active
in the support to small and medium enterprises in 1995. In the first half of the
year, 2 experts of the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs made a short-term
visit to Slovakia. to learn about the business situation in Slovakia necessary to
allow them to make determination about how th~y potentially could be of further
assistance to Slovakia. Their stay was organised by NADSME. On the basis of
intergovernmental agreement three employees of NADSME attended the cours-
es organised by the Japanese party through the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (flCA). NADSME proposed three projects for further cooperation with
the Japanese party focused on technology transfer and its development for Slovak
SMEs through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the SR.

NADSME was visited by the representatives of the fmancial institutions and
governmental institutes interested in the state and~evelopment of SME in
Slovakia. They discussed the possibilities of the support to the development of
SME, evaluated the hitherto assistance including the credit line of the EXIM Bank
of Japan and consulted the preparation of a new credit line planned for 1996.

Preparation of the Cooperation with Other Countries

NADSME has well developed working contacts with the partner institutions
involved in the business development countries adjacent to Slovakia as well as
in other countries. There are good contacts with partners in the Czech Republic,
Poland, Hungary and Slovenia. The first working contacts were established with
the institutions in the Baltic republics and in Ukraine in 1995.

The EICC responded to the first demands of the South Korean trade agencies
as a result of contacts with the Agency for the Support of Foreign Investment of
Seoul. This contact informed the Korean government about the existence and
capacity of NADSME. Similar contacts were established with Technology
Innovation Centre (TIPS) in Beying which is interested in reciprocal exchange
of cooperation offers.
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4.5. Ministry of Finance of the SR
Incompliance with the authority, vested in the Ministry of Finance (MFSR) by

the Act No. 347/1990 ColI. as later amended, the MFSR is responsible for the
fOIDlationand implementation of the taxation regulations through the tax offices.
Its support function in the relation to the development of SME is therefore vel)'
important within the framework of this authority. It is manifested mainly in the pos-
sibilities of granting certain tax reliefs or exemptions. These reliefs were mainly:

- income tax reliefs and exemptions pursuant to the Act No. 286/1992 Coll.
as later amended,

- income tax exemptions pursuant to the Act No. 124/1993 ColI.,
- incOlne tax exemptions pursuant to the Decree of the Slovak Government

No. 145/1993 CoIl.

Based on the information of the Ministry of Finance of the SR only an aggre-
gate data concerning these exemptions are available and no analysis of these
data is possible. According to the tax returns from 1993 and 1994 (the year 1995
has not been processed yet) 2,241 reliefs were granted in 1993 amounting Sk 1.2
billion and 22,373 in 1994 amounting Sk 2.5 billion.

However, as it is defined in the construction of the regulations concerning the
reliefs they can be applied to all enterprises. It is therefore impossible to state that
this is a specific tool for the support to SME. SME are only included in these data.

It is obvious from the aforementioned data the option to apply for the tax
reliefs is used to a great deal and the volume of reliefs grows. However, it is not
favourable for the development of SME if these reliefs cannot be granted during
a long-term period (at least 8 to 10 years). Moreover the entrepreneurs who start
their business at present cannot make use of two of three aforementioned reliefs
(the Act No. 124/1993 Coll. and the Decree of the Slovak Government No.
145/1993 were abolished and the applicable reliefs concern only a limited group
of entrepreneurs and a limited time span).

Based on the aforementioned it is obvious that it is necessary for the develop-
ment of SME to consider the possibilities of granting certain tax reliefs or exemp-
tions in the similar extent as it was possible pursuant to the aforementioned
pieces oflegislation along with the long-tenn possibility of their application.

The Slovak Guarantee Bank can be depended upon as another tool of financial
and economic support to SME with support from the MinistI)' of Finance of the SR.
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4.5.1. Slovak Guarantee Bank

Slovak Guarantee Bank (SGB) launched its activities as a specialised bank
institution for the support to the private business in 1991. Its task is developing
and supporting the rise of private businesses, especially the category of small
and mediunl enterprises, through the supporting mechanisms.

The Slovak Guarantee Bank has implemented 10 guarantee programmes in
1995 (from which 2 state development branch programmes) and 5 state devel-
opment branch programmes in the form of the contribution for the partial cover
of interests from the commercial loans.

4.5.2. State Development Programmes, Guarantees
and Contributions Guarantee Programmes

Guarantees Programmes

The basic principle of the overtaking of the guarantee for the provided credit
rest on the distribution of a risk on the SGB, a funding commercial bank and an
entrepreneur. The guarantee is possible to provide up to 75 % of the loan prin-
cipal by the loans at maximum to 20 mil. Sk, or up to 85 % of the principal by
the loans up to 250 mil. SIe,while carrying out projects within the privatisation
or by the loans at maximum to 100 mil. Sk in other business targets.

In 1995, the Slovak Guarantee Bank implemented the guarantee programmes
for SME (eXct~pt the programmes from the sphere of agriculture) from the
prevlOUSyears:

- Programme of the support to SME,
- Programme of the support to large business and privatisation,
- Programme Phare (in co-operation with the NADSME),
- Programme of the support of the development of the compound trans-

port in the SR,
- Programme of the support of the building and reconstruction of the

small water power plants through the overtaking of guarantees,
and prepared 3 new ones:

- Programme of the support to SME through the overtaking of guarantees
for the home tinancialleasing,

- Programme of the support to business through the overtaking of the
counterguarantees for foreign credits,
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- Programme of the support to SME through the overtaking of guarantees
in the selected regions.

The following table shows the review of results achieved by the end of 1995.

Review of the results of the guarantee programmes

Natlle of the programme Total as of 1/1/95- Total as of
1/1/95 31/12/95 31/12/95

Programme of the support to SME
- number of guarantees 1 135 324 1 459
- amount of guar. in '000 Sk 2 102 712 773 058 2 875 770

Programme of support in areas of construction and
reconstruction of small water plants through the
assumption of guarantees
- nunlber of guarantees 1 1 2
- amount of guar. in '000 Sk 11 475 9800 21 275

Programme of support to large
enterprises and privatisation
- number of guarantees 32 22 54
- amomt of guar. in '000 Sk 526 841 597 135 1 123 976

Programme of support to the development
of the combined transport
- number of guarantees 0 0 0
- amomt of guar. in '000 Sk 0 0 0

Review of the provided guarantees within the PHARE programme
(coordinated by the National Agency for Development of Small and Medium
Enterprises)
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1/1/95 to
31/12/95

36
35

705 mil.Sk
65 %

201 mil.Sk

Total from
launch

121
97

191 423 mil.Sk
64%

2050 mi1.Sk
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State Develo)~ment Programmes - Contributions

They are implemented through the SGB by provision of contributions cover-
ing a portion of the interests derived from the commercial credits in accordance
with approved state development branch programmes in co-operation with the
Ministry of Economy of the SR, Ministry of Transport, Post Offices and Tele-
communications of the SR and Ministry of Agriculture of the SR. Contributions
were carried out up to 70 % of interest costs and by this they assisted to reduce
the interest encumbrance of the entrepreneurs doing business in those branches
which are the most needed for the economic stability. The review of the imple-
.mentation and the amount of the extended contributions is shown in the table.

Name of the programme Total as of 1/1/95 to Total as of
1/1/95 31/12/95 31/12/95

Programme of support to tourism
- No. of applications 306 43 349
- No. of fin. contributions 167 33 200
- amount of fin.contributions 60 196000 19728000 80389000

Programme of support to industrial
production on the basis of domestic
raw-materials (contributions exhausted in 1994)
- No. of applications 26 0 26
- No. of fin. contributions 17 0 17
- amount of fin.contributions 87 515 000 0 87515 000

Programme!; of support to business activities
helping to reduce the energy consumption
and import of raw materials
- No. of applications 87 15 102
- No. of fin. contributions 55 9 64
- amount of fin.contributions 114545000 49880000 164 425000

Programme of reductions in energy consumption
in residential houses and appartments
- No. of applications 26 3 29
- No. of fin. contributions 23 3 26
- anlount of fin. contributions 7359000 10965 000 18324000
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Programme of support the the development
of the combined transport in the SR
- No. of applications 0 0 0
- No. of fin.contributions 0 0 0
- amount of fin.contributions 0 0 0

Programme of support to SME
in the area of agriculture
- No. of applications 32 16 48
- No. of fin.contributions 21 11 32
- amount of fin.contributions 4538000 3 338 000 7926000

4.6. Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and
Family of the SR

The employment policy ensured by the Ministry applies several tools of eco-
nomic and social policy through the district job offices. The source of funding
of these tools is the Fund for Employment of the SR which resources are used
for passive and active policy of employment. The endeavour for more effective
use of the resources for the employment policy is proven by the growing share
of the total resources used for the active policy of employment:

- as of December 31st 1994
- by the end of the first half of 1995
- as of December 31st 1995

52,4 %
55,8 %
63,5 %

Creation of socially purposable jobs is considered still the most important tool
of the active policy of employment (Decree of the Ministry of Labour, Social
Affairs and Family ofthe SR No. 210/1994 ColI.). The evidence of that is 71.1 %
share of the resources for the active policy of employment used for this purpose.

The second most important tool of the active policy of employment is the
organisation of the works for public welfare. Financial means used for this tool
represented 20,8 % of the total amount of the resources for the active policy of
employment in 1995.

The growing significance and share of these two most important tools for the
active policy of employment is documented by the following data
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Coverage of the costs for socially purposable jobs (SPJ) and organisation of
the works for public welfare (WPW)

SPJ 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
No. of created jobs 24436 95 713 35 945 38 983 43 958
total contrib. '000 Sk 281 077 2 857 235 748047 1 530 811 2 698 649

WPW 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
No. of created jobs 1 875 41 964 13 331 16 084 21 210
total contrib. '000 Sk 10 759 402 903 163 932 169256 788 993

The active policy of employment makes also use of other tools which directly
or indirectly contribute to the development of SME. They are mainly the contri-
butions for the requalification, contributions to the establishment and operation
of protected workshops and positions, contributions to the support to employ-
ment of school ..leaavers and youth, contributions to enterprises for cut-off hours,
consultancy and other. For these purposes 309,424,000 Sk were spent in 1994.

Respecting the needs of regional labour markets, labour offices evaluate projects
ofapplicants for the financial support from the PALMIF Fund. In 1995, a new strat-
egy for the cri.teria regulating the selection of pilot projects was prepared and
approved. On this basis the group of experts from the Ministry (ATF) chose 2 pilot
districts within the "from down" approach (Cadca and Galanta) and 2 pilot districts
within the "from above" approach (Spisska Nova Yes and Rimavska Sobota).

In 1995, 12 pilot projects were contracted and implemented with the total
amount of the subsidy ofECU 300,000.

4.7. Ministry of Transport, Post-offices and
Telecommunications of the SR

The Ministry of Transport, Post-offices and Telecommunications of the SR
initiated the Programme of the support to the development of combined transport
in 1995 which, however, was not launched. In the course of the year several busi-
ness plans concerning the programnle were prepared and there is an assumption
that they will be implemented during 1996. One project successfully applied for
the bank credit amounting Sk 31 mill. It is the company OZON Nove Zämky with
the aim of building the tenninal of the combined transport in Nove Zämky.
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5. Bank Institutions and Funds in
Support of SME

5.1. Commercial Credits
The credit development in 1995 was characterised by a high growth of the

credits denominated in crowns whereof a .great deal were the interests from the
unpaid credits, by the deceleration of the growth of credits denominated in for-
eign exchange on the month-to-month basis, and by a considerable growth of the
private sector's share on the total amount of the credits denominated in crowns.
A significant share of the total growth of the credits denominated in crowns
(89.3 %) was represented by the growth of the credits provided to the business
sphere of non-financial institutions. The volume of credits for small and medi-
um enterprises was low and stagnating in the course of the whole year, influ-
enced also by the demand of high guarantee coverage by the commercial banks.
The structure of the total of credits was characterised by an uneven development
of the share of :short-term credits, a stable share of medium-term credits and the
decline of the share of long-term credits. The relatively high share of long-tenn
credits was influenced by their starting-point where the credits from the past
dominated.

55.3 % of the total volume of the provided credits in 1995 were directed to
the private business sector. Short-term credits constituted 71 to 90 % of the total
amount of the aforementioned percentage which could not be a consider~ble
support to the development programmes of the sectors and were used mainly for
the coverage of operational costs of enterprises.

The interest rate in 1995 was marked by the favourable macroeconmic situation
of the SR, especially by the reduction of inflation and consequently by gradual
decline of the discount rate in March and October. This decline indirectly influ-
enced the level of the rates of interest from credits and savings. The significant
decline of the average rate of interest from the provided credits by 5.5 points from
19.59 % to 14.04 % in the course of the year was influenced by decline of the dis-
count rate of the NBS and an abundance of disponible short-term resources. The
interest rate on short-term credits declined from 19.77 % in January to 13.68 % in
December. The lack of resources and backlog of demands over supply caused the
average rate to decline to 16.17 %. According to the preliminary survey nlade by
NADSME in the commercial banks 1 to 50 % of credits were provided to small
and medium enterprises where the banks keep these clients under review. The
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average rate of interest on such credits ranged from 16 to 18 % with an average
pay-back period of 30 to 37 months. The number of problem credits provided to
small and nledium entrepreneurs differs and depends on the implementation of the
cautiousness principle in the process of the provision of clients and spans from 0.1
to 15 % of the total amount of the problem credits.

Despite the generally improving situation in the area of credits, the previous
facts present the need for the creation of sufficient financial support programmes
which will facilitate the access of the small and medium enterprises to the
required financial resources, especially long-term credits.

5.2. Supporting Funds and Capital Assistance
5.2.1. Slovak-American Enterprise Fund (SAEF)

The mission of the fW1dis to help the development of small and medium
enterprises in Slovakia. This programIlle has a two sided investment programme
including both a capital investment as well as a credit programme for qualifying
projects requiring from Sk 10 million to Sk 50 n1illion. Prior to 1995, 30 pro-
jects were approved anlounting the total investment of USD 22 million. These
funds helped to create or retain about 2 000 jobs. In 1995, 3 projects were
approved ammounting the total investments of USD 2.52 million.

Another tool of the fund's assistance is the provision of credits through the
American Credit Program. This programme provides credits spanning from Sk
600,000 to Sk 7.5 million in cooperation with Pofnobanka. Under this scheme
26 projects were approved amoW1ting the total investment of Sk 85 million
which helped to create or retain 470 jobs. In 1995, 6 projects were approved
amoWlting the total investment of Sk 29.5 million.

5.2.2. PovaZskf and Kysucky Enterprise Fund

The PKEF was founded. in 1994 upon the PHARE funding and is designed to
help the development of the Upper Povazie and Kysuce regions. The method of
assistance to small and medium enterprises should be the capital investment.
The PKEF received totally 188 applications for funding whereof 133 were can-
celled after the entrepreneurs lost their interest in funding having learned the
preconditions for the investment. In 1995, the Fund made 3 capital investments
amounting Sk 32 million. The investments were directed to the timber produc-
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tion and processing and in the production of sports gannents. The investments
succeeded in creating or retaining of 228 jobs.

5.2.3. Young Families Support Fund
The Young Families Support Fund is a foundation established in 1994 by the

International Centre for the Family Studies with an effective support of the Slovak
Govenunent which provided 3 million Sk from the Prime Minister's reserve fund.

The purpose of the fund is finding of principles and consequent measures to
solve the problems of young fatnilies, to remove an unsound dependance of a
young fatnily on the state and parents, and establishment of foundations of such
a form of concrete aid which would stimulate an active approach of young peo-
ple to overcome the initial obstacles when settling down their families.

The fund provides returnable loans amounting maximum of Sk 200,000 for:

a/ the development of small fatnily business of young families,
hi the development of lacking services for young families,
cl projects for the solution of temporary social family accomodation.

The majority of applications concerned putting into operation small shops,
the reconstruction of flats, fatnily houses or a purchse oflots for future business.
As of December 31st 1995, the loans were given to 21 projects.

5.3. International credit lines

The Europ(~an Investment Bank and the National Bank of Slovakia signed
an agreement through which ECU 28 million were allocated to finance small
and medium projects with a credit limit spanning from ECU 40,000 to ECU 20
million. The credit is provided to cover up to 50 per cent of the investment costs.
The remaining 50 per cent will need to be invested from the resources of the
entrepreneur investor or by credits from other financial institutions. The credit
currency is ECU and the credit is extended in a currency denomination desig-
nated by the borrower who bears the exchange rate risk.

Credits from the EXIM Bank of Japan amounting usn 42 million is
designed to finance development projects including lllodernization, renovation
and reconstruction to increase productivity and efficiency. The loans are
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designed to cover a maximum of 70 % of investment costs with the balance
financed by the entrepreneur from other resources including also the credit sup-
port prograllU11e.This credit is denominated in Slovak crowns; none of the loans
can exceed the equivalent of USD 5 million.

Vseobecna uverova banka (WB) as the bearer of the line set up an advisory
conmlission of the representatives of Entrepreneurs' Association of Slovakia,
Slovak Guarantee Bank, Ministry of Economy of the SR, Ministry of Finance of
the SR and National Agency for the Development of Small and Medium
Enterprises for the purpose of looking for suitable projects for the utilisation of
this credit, their reviewing and recommendation.

Based on the data provided fronl the WB to NADSME, 127 applications
were approved out of a total of 268 initial applications as of December 31st
1995. The total amount of the projects was Sk 1,721,144,977. The volume of
extended credits was Sk 915,000,631.

Amount of loans per individual sectors:
- machinery production

food processing
chemical industry
services
tourism

Sk 64,548,500
Sk 177,235,681
Sk 66,000,000

Sk 209,413,000
Sk 4,900,000

Legal form of enterprises to which the loans were extended:
- joint stock companies 17

companies with the limited liability 54
partnerships 1
sole proprietors 27
other forms 28

These enterprises were employing 16,793 before the extension of the loans
and the creation of 1,275 new jobs is foreseen.

Ceskoslovenska obchodna banka, j. s. c., signed a framework contract with
the National Bank of Slovakia for the implementation of the credit contract
between the NBS and EXIM Bank of Japan on November 2nd 1994. The bank
received 7 applications and the amoWlt of. the demanded funding was Sk
78,850,000. Four projects were approved in a total loan amount of 156,382,000
Sk. 49,800,000 Sk were disbursed to business enterprises in the sectors of
machinery production, services and chemical production. The successful appli-
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cants included 2 joint stock companies and 2 companies with limited liability
who employed 65 people before the credit extension with a plan to employ an
additional 81 new jobs as a result of the credit extension.

Tatrabanka received 7 application for the provision of a credit with the total
amount of demanded funding of 112,100,000 Sk in 1995. Four credits were
granted covering the amount of 19,500,000 Sk to joint stock companies and
companies with limited liability. Under the credit line of the European
Investment Bank 2 applications were filed and the anlount of disbursed
resources is 323,132,650 Sk.

According to the NBS data, the volume of the approved projects for the fund-
ing from EIB reached ECU 22.05 million, i. e. 80 % of the credit resources as of
December 31st 1995.The volunle of the approved projects for the funding from
EXIM Bank of Japan reached Sk 1,347,034,681 i. e. disbursement of99.41 % of
the credit resources.

EXIM Credit line

No. of No. of Total sum Amount
appli- approved approved disbursed

cations applies. (in Sk) (in Sk)
VUB 268 127 1 721 144 977 915 000631
CSOB 7 4 156382 000 49800000
Tatra banka 7 7 58 600 000 19500000
Pol'nobanka 67 45 594200000 362734050
Total 349 180 2530326977 1347034681

EIB Credit line

Amount disbursed (in Sk)
VUB 492 717 380
Tatra banka 323 132650
Total 815850030
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6. Proposed Measures for Further
Development of SME

Majority of the developed countries in the world implement various forms of
the state policies in support to small and mediwn enterprises. These policies,
however, do not have an impact on the market mechanism of the economy. The
influence of state authorities is represented mainly as an element of coordina-
tion, stabilization and development either in large-scale measures or as a tool of
other parts of the economic policy. Such state influence should be represented
in the formation of the business environment, including the support pro-
gramnles, which will enable the development of small and medium enterprises.

6.1. Proposal of the state medium-term policy
forSME

The participation and role of the state is motivated by several circumstances.

The experience fronl the developed countries with market economy unam-
biguously confirms the development of small and mediunl enterprises. They rep-
resent nlore than 90 % enterprises, have 45 to 75 % share on the employment
and produce 40 to 60 % of the gross domestic product.

Besides these basic examples the following advantages support the existence
of small and medium enterprises:

- creation of jobs with relatively low capital iputs,
- capability of absorption of a considerable number of unemployed - cre-

ation of new jobs
- better adaptation to the needs of the space economy
- better possibilities of a utilisation of technological changes, results of

innovative processes and research, and technology transfer
- faster adaptability to the market's demands
- faster information transfer between nlanagement and staff
- lower cost of production
- better utilisation of services in large enterprises.
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The basic prerequisite for the dvelopment of SME is the existence of a suitable
business environment. The suitable business environment stimulates business
activities, and forms favourable conditions for business decision-making in the
sense of positive as well as negative risks. The business environment is formed by
legislation, taxation, credit and customs policy as well as access to the financial ser-
vices, forex regulation, educational and qualification adaptability of management
and labour force, information systems and a system of supporting programmes.

It is necessary to co-ordinate the developing SME sector with the sector of
large enterprises and the other sectors of economy so that they lead to a common
effort resulting in the overall development of the economy of Slovakia. This
result can be reached through the formation ofa sound political framework, with
significant institutional support, some development programmes for SME and
suitable forms of state stimulation.

The implementation of the state medium-term policy of the support to SME
itself will never be realised only by the state's central authorities. The coopera-
tion of regional authorities, association of entrepreneurs, educational institu-
tions, representatives of research and science, banks and also trade unions is
necessary. Only such a cooperation can ensure the rapid and efficient exchange
of information and the possibility of finding the consensus in favour of fonua-
tion of suitable business environment.

The main goal of the policy for the support to SME is ensuring the growth of
the SME sector through removing the barriers to its development and proposing
of such measures which will contribute to the fulfilnlent of the partial missions
of small and medium enterprises such as creation of new jobs, growth and
improvement of economy in the individual regions and development of neces-
sary branches of production and services.

Other missions which ensured the policy of the support to SME are the maxi-
mum implementation of the Act No. 100/1995 CoIl. on the State Support to
Snla11and Medium Enterprises. This act monitors, reviews and updates educa-
tional, infoffilation and the financial programnles of SME. Support to the insti-
tutions involved in the educational and support activities for SME, takes into
account the needs of SME within the process of privatisation through the suit-
able restructuring of the privatised enterprises. Banks in the regions direct cred-
it policy so that it becomes an efficient tool to aid the development of SME.

The mission of this policy, along with emphasizing SME as a multisectoral
segment of economy, is to define the SME target groups in the area of SME,
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determine the measures required for the development of SME including the sup-
port tools, and the overall relationship of that policy to the state's economic pol-
icy as a whole. The results of this effort should be a proposal of measures and
programmes for the support to SME for the 5-year period including the identi-
cation and quantification of resources for its implementation.

The contributions of the policy must correspond with the expended state's
funds as well as with the resources provided within the framework of the multi-
lateral and bilateral assistance.

6.2. Proposed Measures for 1996 - 1997
6.2.1. Measures concerning Legislation and

Regulations

As mentioned in the previous section and in the section 2.2. 1. it is necessary
to form the business environnlent with suitable measures of legislation and reg-
ulations. Inthis connexion, it is necessary to review the objectivity of the entre-
preneurs' demands and if they are well-founded it is necessary to pass amend-
ments especially to:

- the Act No. 273/1994 Coli. on Health Insurance, Health Insurance
Funding and on the Establishment of the General Health Insurance
and the Establishment of Departmental, Branch, Enterprise and
Civil Insurance Companies and the Act No. 274/94 on Social
Insurance which should be adapted to the macroeconomic achieve-
ments with the simultaneous implementation of classical insurance
instead of the secondary taxation and thus ensure lower financial
encumbrance of entrepreneurs.
Inthis connexion the amendments to the acts are proposed including the
solutions of basic insurance which should be a real insurance, not an
additional income tax, additional insurance schemes, derivation of the
base for payments from the incomes earned in the real time, connexion
of the category of the the minimum wage with the health insurance and
pension insurance especially with the persons with incomes resulting
from own economic activity (8-multiple of the minimum wage).
The prepared act on the social insurance which should be valid from 1
January 1997 and enter into force from 1 January 1998, deals with some
proposals mentioned above, and it is necessary to analyse the sugges-
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tions from the entreprenewial sphere in its preparation. Also while
solving the question of additional insurance, where there is a concept of
additional pension insurance under preparation, it is necessary to take
into consideration the views of the entrepreneurial sphere.

- Act No. 511/1992 CoIl. on the Administration of Taxes and Duties
and on Changes in the System of Territorial Financial Authorities in
order to remove inaccuracy and inflexibility,

- Act No. 289/1995 Coli. on the Value Added Tax in order logical clas-
sification of some services to the category of 6 % VAT,

- prepared act on taxes from incomes to be adjusted on the basis of
impartial evaluation of comments,

- to pass amendments to the Act No. 18/1996 Coli. on Prices in the sense
of the motivation of innovative businesses and removal of excessive
adtllinistration especially in the case of small entrepreneurs or sole pro-
prietors,

- to take in account the demands concerning the completion and improve-
ment of the Act No. 455/1991 Coli. on the Business Activities because
they deserve an individual approach due to their significance and extent
on the creation of jobs, regional development, provision of services and
possibilities of apprentice schools.

Current legislation covers in principle the business activities of sole proprie-
tors. However, many problems occur the solution of which will contribute to its
development and keeping a steady place in the sphere of SME. Based on the
opinion of sole proprietors the main problems are:

- legislation and organizational solution of the problem of the chamber of
small business owners,

- the solution of the small business owners' insurance, bank and guaran-
tee cooperatives,

- the initiation of the restitution of the property of sole proprietors' asso-
ciations and communities or reviewing of the possibility of use of the
current houses for technology for the purpose of so-called sole propri-
etors' houses,

- proposal of the modification of the system of the apprentice schools in
cooperation with the Ministry of Education of the SR, .Ministry of
Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the SR and Ministry of Economy
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of the SR so that it suits also to the needs of education of qualified
labour force for SME,

- use of bilateral and PHARE progranunes to ensure the apprentice train-
ing in small enterprises with modern technologies abroad and supply of
such teclmologies to apprentice centres (programme of "model work-
shops"),

- proposal and implementation of the system of motivation ofSME to the
education of apprentices,

- specification of financial support programmes for sole proprietors,
- transition of the authority of Ministry of Interior of the SR concerning

the registration of businesses to the Ministry of Economy of the SR.

Except this the NADSME proposes:
- to prepare the legislative framework of the venture capital operation,

to adopt the changes in legislation (Act of the National Council of the
SR No. 189/1994 CoIl.), the proposal of which comes from the Spin-
off programme application,
in connection with the preparation of new definition of small and
medium enterprises in the European Union and its recommenda-
tions, it: will be necessary to amend the Act No. 100/1995 Coli on the
State Support of Small and Medium Enterprises. Criteria of the pre-
pared SME definition concern the number of employees, turnover,
assets and independence, where for example the maximum share of
larger company can be 25%.

6.2.2. Institutionally Ensuring the State's
SUPI)OrtFunctions

The National Agency for Development of Small and Medium Enterprises as
one of the most important and internationally accepted institutions of the sup-
port to SME in the Slovak Republic ensures important services for the develop-
ment of SME along with the network of RAICs and BICs and other organiza-
tions. To ensw.e the activities and operation ofNADSME in 1996 there will be
financial means designated from the state budget through the chapter of Ministry
of Economy of the SR

It is proposed to fund the RAICIBIC network, whose significance and activ-
ities in favour of the development of SME are docUßlented in the previous sec-
tions of the report, through the Programme of education and training for SME
and Programme of enlargement of advisory sevices for SME. The aforemen-
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tioned programmes were adopted by the government's resolution No. 72 dated 1
February 1995 and their funding by the government's resolution No. 298 dated
30 April 1996. The continuation of the aforementioned programmes is proposed
also in 1997 including the funding of the activities ofRAICs and BICs.

6.2.3. Programmes of Support to SME
The programmes of support to SME of which implementation is proposed in

the future are both the continuing programmes which should be reviewed, and
the programmes funded by the state budget and other sources and their imple-
mentation for the next period must be prepared.

Another group consists of new programmes which will be proposed by sec-
tor ministries.

6.2.3.1. Programmes with proposed implementation
in 1996 and/or 1997

Credit Support Programme which implemetation was launched by
NADSME in 1994. This is designed for small and medium enterprise active in the
area of production, crafts, services and active tourism. The continuation of the pro-
gramme in 1998 is proposed based on the resources of the state budget for 1997.

Small Loan Scheme for provision of credits up to 800,000 Sk to smal entre-
preneurs. The implementation of this scheme funded by PHARE Programme is
ensured from the back-paynlents of the existing loans.

Both credit programmes are funded by PHARE Programme. The Credit
Support Programme makes use also of domestic assets, participation of the state
budget and involved commercial banks. The programmes have the character of
assistance based on lower rate of interest and enables an access to the credits
through lower guarantees.

The sector ministries implement the following programmes of support to SME:
Programme of support to tourism (MESR)
Programmes of support to business activities helping to reduce the energy

consumption and import of raw materials (MESR)
Programme of reductions in energy consumption in residential houses

and appartments (MESR)
Programme of support the the development of the combined transport in

the SR (MTPOT)
Programme of support to SME in the area of agriculture (MASR)
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Guarantee programmes of the Slovak Guarantee Bank and the programmes
implemented through the SGB

Programme of the support to SME (SGB)
Programme of support in areas of construction and reconstruction of

small water plants (MESR)
Programme of .support the the development of the combined transport in

the SR (MTJPOT)
Programme of the support to SME through the assumption of guaran-

tees for the home financial leasing (SGB)
Programme of the support to business through the assumption of the

counterguar'antees for foreign credits (SGB)

Programme of the support to SME through the assumption of guaran-
tees in the selected regions (SGB)

It is proposed that the involved ministries and SGB after reviewing the pro-
grammes consider their continuation and disscuss their funding in 1997.

Within the coordinating function, the Ministry of Economy and NADSME
prepared proposals of 14 support programmes in cooperation with MTPOT SR
and Ministry of Housing and Public Wor1(Swhereof the Government of SR
approved 8 following programmes in 1996:

Programme of Support to Industrial Production on the Basis
of Domestic Raw Materials (ME SR)

The goal of the progranune is the creation of advantageous conditions for the
rise, development, modernization and revitalization of the industrial production
with the regard to the fact that the protection of their utilisation is one of the sig-
nificant duties of the state and each of its citizens. The support rest on the pro-
vision of unreturnable financial contribution up to the amount of 70 % of basic
interest on the commercial credit provided for the realization of a business plan.
The refundment of interest is limited by the amount of 5 million Sk.

Programme of Development of Crafts aimed at the Provision
of Services to Population (ME SR)

The goal of the programme is to support small enterprises defined in the Act
No. 455/1991 ColI. on the Business Activities. It concerns mainly the comple-
tion of the network of basic services which were cancelled under the influence
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of the process of transformation (privatisation) and are essential for the popula-
tion in towns and villages.

The support rests on provision of an unreturnable financial contribution up to
80 % of basic interest on the commercial credit provided for the realization of a
business plan. The refundment of interest is limited by the amolilt of 500,000 Sk.

Programme of Seed Capital (ME SR, NADSME)

The goal of the programme is to help small and medium enterprises in over-
conling the lack of the initial capital vital in the period of starting or extending
business. The tnission of the seed capital is investment of financial resources in
proposed projects and after achievement of their financial independance the
resources are shifted to the projects of other entrepreneurs. This activity is
linked with economic consultancy for small and medium entrepreneurs covering
accountancy, taxation, investment, trade, etc.

The support is provided in the form of:

al equity investment - i. e. the inputs in the enterprise's own property
thereby the Seed Capital Company becomes an associate in a company
with the limited liability or a shareholder in a joint stock company for a
limited period of 1 to 5 years,

hi combination of equity participation and an additional and convertible
credit,

cl direct financial support linked with economic cosultancy and identifi-
cation of business partners, etc.

The amount of the financial investment is limited by the spanning from Sk
200,000 to 5 million for an individual case and can be extended either as a sin-
gle investment or in tranches.

Programme of education and trainings for SME (ME SR, NADSME)

The programme will be oriented on current problems of new and existing
small and mediunl enterprises in the areas of management, marketing, prepara-
tion of a business plans, regional nlapping of the business conditions and prob-
lems of law, finances and taxation.

The support rests on the [mancial participation of the state budget. The
amount of the support is differentiated by the type of training activity.
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Support Programme for the Implementation of the Spin-off Method
(ME SR, MLSAF SR, NADSME)

The spin-off luethod is described as establishment of small and mediwll
enterprises by separation of non-strategic activities from large state and priva-
tised enterprises as well as a technique of management of employment or inter-
nal organisational and economic relations.

The purpose of the programme is formation of the conditions for the imple-
mentation of the spin-off method as an important element for strategic manage-
ment of enterprises and a significant factor of the development of small and
mediunl enterprises.

Housing Programme (MHPW SR)

The goal of the programme is support small and mediunl enterprises in hous-
ing as it results from the Act No. 455/1991 ColI. on Business Activities as later
amended.

The support rests on the provision of unreturnable financial contribution up
to the amount of 75 % of basic interest on the credit provided by a commercial
bank for the sp(~cificbusiness plan. The refundment of interest is limited by the
amount of 1 million Sk.

Programme of Housing Seasonability (MHPW SR)

The purpose of the support is to ease the housing activity for small and medi-
um enterprises in the winter period between December 1st and the end of
February when there is the decline of the demand for housing works and their
realisation is more costly and limited by the climate conditions. The support
rests on the provision of unreturnable financial contribution to refund the single
payment of the amount of a guarantee.

Programme of Enlargement of Advisory Services for SME
(ME SR, NADSME)

The basic intention of the programme is the provision of complex infomlation
and advisory services and their availability on the entire territory of Slovakia.

The administrator will ensure the following types of the support to SME
within the programme:

1. Basic advisory and information services
2. Support to the projects for regional development
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3. Completion of the RAIC/BIC network - branch offices in the regions
not covered by the RAIC/BIC network

The basic advisory and information services will be fWlded by the fonn of
"a contract for services" which will be provided to small and medium enterpris-
es free of charge or at favourable prices.

The programmes will be implemented in 1996 on the basis of the the resolu-
tion of the Government of SR No. 72 dated February 1st 1996 whereby the
involved sectors were bOW1dto ensure the implementation of these progranunes,
and of the government resolution No. 298 dated April 30th 1996 whereby the
funding of the aforementioned programmes is ensured.

It is suggested that the involved ministries after reviewing the programmes
consider their continuation and disscuss their fW1dingin 1997. The Ministry of
EcononlY of the SR fills this task.

6.2.3.2. New Programmes for 1996 - 1997

NADSME is preparing further programmes for 1996 which will improve the
scope of services for SME. The progranunes are as foHows:

1. Microloan Scheme Programme

Purpose of the programme:
Provision of micro loans up to the amoW1tof Sk 300,000 to small enterprises in
the fonn of credit programme with a favourable rate of interest and lower gua-
rantees than usual in standard banking practice. The progranll11e will help the
starting small enterprises in retaining created jobs.
The programme will be used as a tool of active policy of the regional develop-
ment in the selected regions of Slovakia. The funding will be covered by the
resources of PHARE Programme allocated for this purpose, resources of the
state budget and local resources.
The decision about the provision of microloans will be made by local authorities.

The prerequisities for provision of a microloan:
The microloan will provided on the basis of an application and a business plan
submitted to NADSME or closest RArC/BIe.
The following prerequisities are necessary for the provision of the loan:

• snlall entrepreneur employing up 10 people or sole proprietor,
• holder of the business license or a concession,
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• its activity involves crafts providing the services to population,
• the entrepreneur is active up to 2 years,
• business is conducted in the territory of Slovakia
• the applicant is a citizen of the Slovak Republic
• the applicant must pass through the basic training organised by

NADSME or the RAICIBICnetwork.

Based on the submitted docwnents the credit board will evaluate the eligibil-
ity of an applicant and economic efficiency of the business plan and make the
decision on the provision of the microloan.

Recipient of the support:
Small entrepreneur employing up 10 people.

Promulgator of the programme:
ME5R

Administrator of the programme:
NADSME

Financial demands on the state budget: 40 million Sk

2. Bank Windows Programme

The mission of the programme ofNADSME is improvement of the access of
small and ll1ediwn enterprises to the sources of credits. Well designed training
and education for credit staff of banks can persuade them that funding of 5ME
can have a favourable return with a limited risk. The programme will be orient-
ed on the banks implementing the Credit Support Programme and concentrating
on the SME sector along. They must also have proved their willingness to par-
ticipate in the creation of credit lines from their own resources. The programme
will concentrate on the analysis of the problems obstructing the acquisition of
bank credit resources, streamlining of the procedures and creation of appropriate
working methods for the provision of credits to small and medium enterprises.

The professionality of the programme of the technical assistance will be
ensured by the transfer of expertise of practicioners for credit line for small and
medium enterprises in the Western Europe. The programme will be funded by
the PHARE resources and implemented in the selected banks. Itwill not be pro-
mulgated in accordance with the Act No. 100/1995 on the State Support to
Small and Medium Enterprises.
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3. Be-NET Cooperation System

Purpose of the programme:
Implementation of the system of formation of business cooperation (Business
Co-operation Network) known as BC-NET which is a complex tool for the
enforcement of interenterprise cooperation between the EU countries and other
partner states. The system enables:

• speeding-up of identification of perspective partners for cooperation,
• broadening of the scope of the perspective international pertners for

Slovak enterprises,
• broadening of the offers of services for Slovak enterprises,
• improvement of services,
• broadening of the complementary activities to already implemented

activities,
• formation of prerequisities for the development of conunercial activi-

ties.

NADSME will be functioning as a National Contact Point (NCP) within the
BC-NET. The NCP is a country's representative towards the EU Commission
and builds a network of local consultants. The consultants will concentrate on
the active work with Slovak enterprises and processing of their offers for coop-
eration. The offer of services includes:

• support to the creation of partner relations,
• visit to companies,
• active identification of partners,
• evaluation of potential partners,
• selection of suitable partners,
• preparation of business plans,
• negotiation of contracts,
• marketing consultancy,
• public procurement consultancy,
• scientific and technological consultancy,
• legal, financial and economical consultancy,
• human resources consultancy.

Prerequisities for the provision of the support:
This support is designed for all small and medium enreprises in accordance with
the Act on the State Support to Small and Medium Enterprises.
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Recipient of the support:
Any enterprises having a centract en utilisatien .ofthe system with a lecal con-
sultant efNCP netwerk.

Promulgator of ltheprogramme:
MESR

Administrator of the programme:
NADSME

Financial demands on the state budget:
Nene

4. Progralnme of the Development of Information Services for SME

NADSME launched building .of a cemplex infermatien system fer entrepre-
neurs in the ferm .ofbusiness infermatien system (BIS) beyend the services pre-
vided by the EICC in 1995. This system is aimed at the previsien efinfermatien
en business envirenment en the regienal and natienallevel.

Purpose of the programme:
Filing .of the system with up-te-date pieces .of infermatien, fermatien .of an
effective method .of erganisatien .of the data cellectien by regienal centres.
Updating and completien of the database .ofentrepreneurs and an efficient inter-
cennectien .of individual memebrs .of the infermatien netwerk. The active BIS
ceIUIl1Wlicatien system was built te intercennect the NADSME and regienal
RAICs and BIes fer this purpese. This intercennectien is a basis .of the system
accessible fer business public. Based en the implementatien .of the intreductery
phases .of building .ofthe business infermatien system it is necessary te breaden
its user .oriented assets aimed at

• menitering .ofSlevak enterprise and their filing in the BIS,
• data update,
•
• establishment .ofa WWW server fer a presentatien .ofSlevak enterprises
• expertise .oriented en the analysis .of the business envirenment in the

regiens with the use .ofmapinfe and videe.

Prerequisities for the provision of the support:
All enreprises in accerdance with the Act en the State Suppert te Small and
Mediwn Entf~rprises.
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Recipient of the support:
RAIC and BIC network on the primary level, NADSME on the secondary level.

Promulgator of the programme:
MESR

Administrator of the programme:
NADSME

Financial demands on the state budget: 2 million Sk
Hardware and software, comnlunication tools and the costs covering the creation
of the database on the regional level represent 4 million Sk per year. It is assumed
that a part of costs will be covered by the PHARE Programnle resources.

5. State Sectoral Programmes of Support

Pursuant to the Act No. 100/1995 CoIl. on the State Support to Small and
Medium Enterprises the ministries and other central authorities adopt the mea-
sures to support the small and medium enterprises and provide funding within
the approved programmes of support.

Purpose of the programme:
Formation of favourable conditions for the development of business in selected
sectors defined in the proposed Industrial Policy of the Slovak Republic and
other materials concerning the concepts of sectoral development. The pro-
gramnles of support to such economic activities are aimed at stimulation of
establishnlent and development of business intentions contributing to the devel-
opment of economy through the utilisation of skilled labour force, domestic raw
materials and other assets and inputs of energy, efficient production and services
competing with world and having arguable sales.

Forms of support:
The programmes are aimed at ensuring of guarantees up to the amount of 75 %
for credits provided for selected efficient projects having no guarantees from an
entrepreneur. Another form of the support can be the provision of an unreturn-
able contribution to refund a part or a total amount of full interests on the bank
credits. A combination of the two manners of support is possible.

Prerequisities for the provision and the recipient of the support:
The programmes are implemented through the projects proposed by entrepre-
neurs. The projects are put in programmes on basis of selection with no legal
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entitlement to the support.
The support is provided on the basis of application and business plan submitted
to the promulgator of the programmes.

The criteria and preriquisites for the provision of the support will be deter-
mined by individual ministries.

It is recommended that the involved ministries propose the promulgation of
the state sectoral programmes and disscuss their funding for 1997.

In connexion with the need of the development of the production of medical
aids and privatisation of the health service and with the regard to the state bud-
get it is recommended to implement the programmes for the support to small
and medium enterprises in the medical sector pursuant to the proposal of the
Ministry of Health of the SR:

• manufacture of the madical aids and special devices
• provision of the health care in the contractual medical facility on the

basis ~fthe "Permission pursuant to the Act No. 277/1994 Coll.on the
Health Care regarding:
- primary health care,
- secondary health care (special, casual)
- home nursing care.
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Diagrams
Di ram No. 2.1: Develo ment of GDP in 1990 to 1995
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Di ram No. 2.5: Develo ment of unem 10 ent in 1990 to 1995
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Di ram No. 2.7: Develo ment of inflation in 1990 to 1995
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Di ram No. 2.8: Develo ment of the state bu et balance in 1992 to 1995
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Di ram No. 3.1: Develo ment of the number of sole ro rietors
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Di ram No. 3.3: Develo . of the No. of sole ro rietors - freelance rofessionals
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Di ram No. 3.4: Structure of businesses
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Di ram No. 3.7: Develo ment of the number of S:MEs
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Oi ram No. 3.10: Develo ment of the number of selected forms ofSME
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Di ram No. 3.14: Devel0 ment of the number of em 10 ees as of31/12/95
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Di ram No. 3.17: branches to 1995

Dynamics of the development of sole proprietors
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Di ram No. 4.1: Number of re ared business lans
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Growth of the newly created jobs
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ANNEX II

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CONFERENCE ON SMEs
HELJI) IN BRATISLAVA IN NOVEMBER 1995



'Conclusions from the Conference on SMEs
held inBrati~lava on November 27, 1995

The aims of the conference were to discuss the problems of SMEs and to draft
proposal and measures in all areas of SME support.

The conference took place under the patronage of the Prime Minister of the Slovak
Republic, Mr. VI.adimir Meciar. In his address he evaluated the task, development
and support of SMEs, also in a broader macro-economic and international context.
He expressed his satisfaction with multilateral support of SMEs from the EU side, as
well as with the bilateral help provided by the developed countries.

More than 100 participants took part in the conference from different ministries,
central administration, commercial banks, Slovak Guarantee Bank, Sl~vak Chamber
of Commerce, Association of cities and villages of Slovakia, RAICs, BICs as well as
the entrepreneurs themselves. Important guests were Mr. Theodor Russel, the
Ambassador of the USA, Mr. Maximilian Pammer, the Ambassador of Austria, Mr.
H. Gajus-Scheltema, Charge d'Affaires of the Netherlands, Mrs. Ulrike Knotz, the
Counsellor of the Embassy of FRG, Mr. Jean Marie Schott, Commercial Counsellor or
the Embassy of France, Mr. Domenico Giugliotti and Mr. Mark Griffin,
representatives of the EU.

The participants of the conference worked in three sections:

A. Legislative and taxation section headed by Mr. Miroslav Knitl, the President
of the Entrepreneur Association of Slovakia

B. Company counselling, education and information support to SMEs headed
by Mr. Jan Foltin, Director General of the NADSME

C. Finance support programmes headed .by Mr. Jozef Brhel, the State Secretary
of the rvli.nistry of Economy of the Slovak Republic

Review results of the discussion in sections:

A. Legislative and taxation section

1. Confirmation of the strategy of incorporation of the associated countries as
membe.TSof the EUTopeanUnion and this fact following necessity of
approximation of their legislation with the aim to create conditions faT their
working within the internal market of the EU.

In this connection it is necessary:

1. To carry out the analysis of the legislative norms connected with enterprises,
mainly with SMEs



2.' To set a list of legislative norms connected with SMEswhich will create the
subject of approximation ...

3. To incorporate into the plan of legislative directives of the government for
the next years up-dating and preparation of SME legislation connected with
the approximation.

4. In the process of approximation to take into consideration the state of the
economy and the specifics of the transformation process in the Slovak
Republic.

II. In the field of legislative norms there areproposed the following
modifications and apProacheswith the aim to improve the legislative
environment and support of SMEs.

1. Act on the Management of Taxes and Charges

2. Act on the Value Added Tax

3. Act on the Income Taxes

4. Act .on Prices

5. Act on the Estate Duty

6. Act on the Road Duty

7. In case of tax distraint application of the existing law. Implementation of no
new legislative implementation is recommended.

8. Act on the Health Insurance, Financing of the Health Insurance,
Establishment of the General Health In,surance, Act on the Social Insurance

9. The means of the Active Policy of Employment to be oriented towards
development of SMEs (craftsmen, restructuring business plans, spin-off)

10. Act on the Craft Entrepreneurship

11. Act on the Chamber of Craftsmen

12. To solve the problem of the Craftsmen Insurance and the Craftsmen Savings
Bank .

13. Initiation of the Restoration Act (returning the property to the Craftsmen
Associations and the Craftsmen Unions)

14. Requirement of publication of the legislation in full wording to enable a
better approach to the legislative and to increase its intelligibility



B. Company counselling, education and information support to SMEs

1. Counselling

1. The basic counselling forSMEs provided through RAICs/BICs is on a
satisfactory level and the needs of SMEs in this branch are saturated.

A system of specialised SME counselling oriented towards quality,
management, export support, technical and technological counselling for
particular branches through the creation of groups of professional external
advisers is required.

2. In connection with point No.1 to analyse and to propose a solution of the
question of rating and certification of external advisers.

3. To find a solution of financing of counselling by the state with special
emphasis on subsidies for counselling for start-ups. Financing is supposed
to be based on the number of services provided.

4. As one of the main problems of the advisers is unclear interpretation of legal
norms regarding SMEs, to oblige particular government departm:ents to
provide interpretation of particular legal norms and to its publication in the
NADSME journal "Enterprise".

II. Educatfon

1. In co-operation with the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Economy
of the Slovak Republic to propose modification of apprentice school system
so that it complies with the needs of education of highly qualified school-
leavers for SMEs. In this connection there has to be considered also the
problem of reviving the status of the foreman.

2. To use bilateral co-operation programmes to secure training of apprentices tc
enable them to get familiar with the latest technologies abroad.

3. Through the PHARE programme and bilateral programmes to help
increasing of equipment the apprentice centres for craftsmen, for instance
establishment of "sample workshops".

4. To analyse the possibilities of utilisation of research capacities and
application of the results of research of the Slovak Academy of Science and
universities to cover the needs of SMEs,

5. In co-operation with one of the Slovak universities to realise the pilot
programme Centre for development of SMEs.

6. To check the possibilities of utilisation of existing "Technical Centres" for the
needs of so called "Craftsmen Houses".

7. To design a system of motivation of SMEs to train apprentices.



8. To employ the lecturers from practice for the purpose of teaching in high
school and universi~~s with the aim to educate managers for SMEs.

9. Through the NADSME and the network of RAICsjBICs establishment of an
educational system for SMEs based on monitoring the needs and persons
concerned from SMEs and its co-ordination with the services offered by
educational institutions.

III. Infonnation

1. Utilisation of the Business Information System established by the NADSME
and network of RAICsjBICs to enable better information of SMEs.

2. Establishment of a metainformation system in the NADSME enabling a
better orientation for SMEs in the framework of institution providing
necessary specialised information.

3. Increase co-operation of NADSME and media to enable a better level of
information of SMEs.

4. Utilisation of the Slovak Chamber of Commerce and the proposed Chamber
of Craftsmen to provide SMEs with specialised information.

5. To look for possibilities of utilisation of information provided by the Slovak
Office of Statistics and the tax data for monitoring of SMEs.

6. Utilisation of the municipal databases to feed the Business Information
System.

7. Solving of the question of providing the entrepreneur associations and
unions by information from the Craftsmen Registration Offices.

c. Finance Support Programmes .'

1. Approach to the financial sources

One of the most important problems in SME financing is lack of long-term credit
sources enabling soft loans necessary for the development of SMEs. As potential
sources have been identified financial means in the Slovak Saving Bank, Slovak
Insurance and in the Fund of National Property.

1. To analyse possibilities of utilisation of the above mentioned sources as
potential sources of support financial programmes.

2. To specify financial support programmes for the craftsmen.

3. Through the pilot programme of the Micro Loan Scheme to verify its viability
and to ask for the state participation.

The venture and seed capital have been identified as new elements supporting
development of SMEs.
..:Ax" 08-12-9,. frOIll ~~. c2\O~. 'P~e 'P"4:>'P"~Zf 1lt),S'P



4. To analyse present legislative environment and to initiate legal adjustment of
the activities of the Venture and Seed Capital Company.

5. To consider the possibility of increasing the seed capital fund hold by the
Seed Capital Company by the appropriation from the state budget.

6. To organise a workshop on the problem ~fventu.re and seed capital ..

The guarantees provided by the Slovak Guarantee Bank do not fully reflect the
needs of entrepreneurs.

7. To consider the possibility of providing guarantees of the full amount of
loans provided, respectively increasing of its present level.

8. Based on the present experience as 'well as the experience from other
COuntriE!S it is peing proposed to establish a financial institution - a support
bank.

II. Identification a/further financial sources

There have been identified another possible financial sources of support financial
programmes created by contributions of the entrepreneurs.

1. The financial means allocated in the Fund of Employment to be partially
used as a source of financial support programmes.

2. To consider the possibility of using the off-budget sources created by
penalties and fine paid by entrepreneurs to develop SMEs.

III. Indirect financial support

For the entrepreneurs is of high importance also the indirect support practised
through bonuses, subsidies and tax relief.

1. To consider the possibility of tax relief provided to start-ups.

2. To .utilise the state tax ingerency as an investment stimulator.



ANNEX III

ACT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE SLOVAK
REPUBLIC ON THE STATE SUPPORT OF SMALL AND

MEDIUM ENTERPRISES



Act of ihe National Council of the Slovak Republic
No. 100/1995 of the Digest of Laws

from 3 May 1995 on the State Support of Small and Medium Enterprise

The National Council of the Slovak Republic has passed this Act:

Introductory Provision
Article 1

The purpose of this act is to allow state support of small and medium enterprise
(hereinafter "support") which aims at the development and stabilisation of this
entrepreneur ship in the structure of the national economy.

Article 2

For purposes of this act it is understood:

a) small entrepreneur is a real person who is in a business and has a permanent
address in the territory of the Slovak Republic or a legal entity who is in business
and has a place of business in the territory of the Slovak Republic, if they employ a
maximum of 24 employees,

b) medium entrepreneur is a real person who is in a business and has a permanent
address in the territory of the Slovak Republic or a legal entity who is in business
and has a place of business in the territory of the Slovak Republic, if they employ a
maximum of 500 employees.

Article 3

(1) The ministries and other state authorities (hereinafter "ministry") adopt measures to
support small and medium enterprise, mainly to secure a provision of financial
means from the state budget and to establish organisations to support this
enterprise (hereinafter "organisation").

(2) Financial means from the state budget are provided to small and medium
entrepreneurs from financial means allocated for this purpose within the budget
chapters of ministrieson the basis of approved support programmes (article 4).

Programmes and Principles of the Support
Article 4

(1) The Government of the Slovak Republic (hereinafter "government") approves
support programmes for small and medium enterprise (hereinafter "support
programme") and assignsprinciples and terms of providing support.



l) providing advisory services for small and medium entrepreneurs,
m) obtaining, processing and intermediating of information to meet the needs of small

and medium entrepreneurs.

Article 7

The primary forms .ofsupport are:
a) providing loans,
b) loan guarantees,
c) reimbursement of interests or of a part of interests,
d) contributions according to the specific regulations,
e) refundable financial assis~ance,
t) subsidy.

Common and closing provisions
Article 8

(1) Supervising the use of support is, in accordance with the approved support
programme and the concluded agreement (article 5 paragraph 3), carried out by
the respective ministry. Supervision according to the specific regulations is not.
affected by this Act.

(2) The person provided with the support according to this Act is obliged to provide
the supervisory body with necessary information and data.

Article 9

(1) The Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic co-ordinates and regulates the
programmes of development of small and medium enterprise in harmony with the
state policy of support of small and medium .enterprise.

(2) The Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic submits the "Report on the State
and Development of Small and Medium Enterprise" including an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the support measures and efficiency of state budget funds utilisation
according to this Act to the government annually.

(3) The government submits the "Report on the State and Development of Small and
Medium Enterprise" to the National Council of the Slovak Republic annually.

Article 10

This Act enters into force on 1st June 1995.

The President of the Slovak Republic
The Chairman of the National Council of the Slovak Republic
The Prime Minister of the Government of the Slovak Republic
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I. Establishment of the RAICs and BICs and their position in the

regions

The establishment of the Regional Advisory and Information Centres

(RAIe) was initiated by the Government of CSFR, SR, and the European Union

within the framework of the Small and Medium "Enterprises Programme for CSFR

signed in O~tober, 1991. According to the financial memorandum the RAICs represent

the local advisory entrepreneurial agencies which objective is to offer a complete

package of support services to new and established small and medium enterprises. The

centre originated on the basis of a partnership between public and private sectors in

selected areashi wch followed these criteria:

- Priority Region which is a region in which an industrial restructuring is

going em and therefore a lot of jobs are lost, etc.

- in large centres offering a potential for development of modem innovative

enterprises

In September 1992, after selection"of target regions, by the ?Ministry of Labour,

Social Affairs and Family and Commission of Government of SR for Strategic

Development, three pilot RArCs in Poprad, Nitra, and Martin were established with

PHARE support. The centres were established as non-profit organisations -

associations (JIflegal entities which represent the public and private sectors. In 1993 six

more centres were established in TrebiSov, PreSov, Zvolen, PovaOskä Bystrica,

Trenein, and Lueenec. The selection of the regions was made by the ?Ministry of

Economy after consultation with the Ministry of Labour, Social Affajrs and Family of

SR and Centre for Strategic Studies. At the end of 1994 and beginning of 1995 three

new RArCs were established.in Kosice, Dunajska Streda, and Kommo. Thus was

established a complete network of 12RArCs.

The main task of RAICs is to provide all existing and potential small and

medium entrepreneurs in the region with advisory, consulting and information services.

Business Innovation Centres (DIC) are also directly supported by the PHARE

progt=amme.BICs have an important role in the SME support system and focus on

innovations in all fields of firm development. BICs provide these innovative firms with
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special long-term care (2 - 3 years). In addition to the advisory services, the BICs

mission is to provide beginning firms with an "incubator environment". Thus BICs

help lower the start-up costs for a firm. BICs medIate contacts between Slovak firms

and firms within the EBN - European Business and Innovation centre Network. BIC

Bratislava is a full member of the EBN.

At present the BIC network consist of pilot BIC in Bratislava and its three

satellites in Prievidza, SpiSskaNova Ves, and Kosice.

During the years 1993 and 1994 RAICs and BICs gained an importance in the

regions for their work in the area of SME support. Regional bodies and authorities,

such as the Council for Regional Development, local administration, regional

associations of entrepreneurs, utilise centres to implement specific SME support

projects and thus contribute to regional development.

4



2. Activities of RAICs and BICs in support of SMEs in 1994

Regional advisory and information centres and Business innovation centres make up

a network supported by the National Agency for Development Small and Medium

Enterprises.

RAICs and BICs provide a broad range of high-quality consultation services to

entrepreneurs in.terested in the start-up and growth of small and medium enterprises. In

1994 the RAICs. and BICs expanded both the actual number of services provided as well as

effecting improvements in the quality of services provided to their clients. Some services

increased by over 100% and yet others by more than 200%. lbis is due to an increased

awareness of the centres within the Regions and consequently more clients using the

services. A summary of the results of these RAlCs and BICs activities for 1994, are

presented in table No.1.

'''First Line Consultancy" is very important for beginning entrepreneurs. Within

the scope of "F~irstLine Consultancy" RAICs and BICs provide information about business

possibilities in Region, primarily legal, financial, tax, accounting and other entrepreneurial

information

• First Line Consultancy
EIExpert Consultancy

1993 1994

Fig.1. Provided .'First Line Consultancy" and "Expert Conssultancy"

The most important step in starting a business is the development of the Business

Plan. The Business Planes states the probability of success for the business and ~etum on

the investments, time and C!lPacities.The "Expert consuf~cy" provided by the RAICs and

BICs focuses on leading of the entrepreneurs, step by step, through the process of writing

their Business Plans. The RAICs and BICs also help to write Business Plans and evaluate

Business Phms already prepared by the entrepreneurs.

5



II Evaluated Business Plans

e Developed Business Plans

1993 1994

Fig.2. Business Plans developed and evaluated

An important condition for business plan implementation is the accessibility of

fmandal resources from internal and external sources. RAICs and BICs assistance

entrepreneurs to apply for general commercial loans. Very important for the SME are the

Financial Credit Schemes developed by the NADSME, in which RAICs and BICs have an

important role. Employees of the RAICs and BICs assure the entrepreneur has viable Plan.

They judge viability by evaluating and making recommendations on the Business Plan and

assuring all conditions and criteria of the specific Financial Credit Scheme are met.

The RAICs and BICs thus assure both efficient utilisation of the Financial Credit

Scheme and that the Business will be viable when considering the specific ec~nomic needs

and capabilities of each specific Region within Slovakia Business Plans in 1994 focused

primarily on the textile and clothing industry, greengrocery, wood industry, tourism,

printing industry, metal-industry, energy, utility glass making and replacement, stone

cutting, building, services and trade.

• Business Plans developed
ii:l Business Plans evaluated

1993 1994

Fig.3. BusineSs Plans developed and evaluated for the Credit
Schemes of t~e NADSME

Another important component of RAIC and BIC activity is the development of

trainings for entrepreneurs. To meet the needs of entrepreneurs in the Region the RAICs

6



and BICs provide training on the developing of Business Plans arid other areas of concern

and need to entrepreneurs, such as legislative, tax, accounting and others.

Specifll courses were organised for the ~=tempbyed under the title "E.:itablismilgof

small companies to become self-employed" in RAIC Povaiskä Bystrica and RAIC TrenCin

as a particular project in CQ-()perationwith the French organisation C.E.P.A.C. Soissons.

1993 1994

Fig.4. Number of trainings for entrepreneurs

1993 1994

Fig.5. Number of participants in trainings

In addition to the activities listed above, the RAICs and DICs also performed

individual activities arising from the specific requirements of their respective Regions. The

results of this activity are:

1. the activization of local entrepreneurial potential

2. the creation of new enterprises

3. creation of jobs

4. the support of existing enterprises to meet their business goals.

Of all the newly established companies m 1994, there were 33 innovative

enterprises in the fields of wood industry, exploitation of genetics in animal production,-

7



ecology, engineering, geology, flexible manufacturing systems, electrotecbnical engineering,

networking and data communication, and geographical information systems. Jobs created

with the assistance ofRAICs and BICs were top quality, and met the specific market needs

of the Regions. Therefore the probability of these jobs lasting into the future is very high.

1993 1994

Fig.6. New enterprises established with support of RAlCs and alCs

1993 1994

Fig.7. Number of jobs created

In addition to informational and consulting services for entrepreneurs, developing

Business Plans and trainnigs, the centres were involved in regional development by taking

part in projects that promoted business opportunities concerning SME.

8



There were the following projects in 1994:

- Potentials of Development of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Region of

Poprad

- Potential for business start-ups in Martin region

- Feasibility study by RAIC Nitra on the potential for job creation in Tourism in

the Nitta Region

9
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3. Developmf~DtStrategy of RAICs and HICs to the year 2000

3.1 SME Supr:ton

3.1.1 Services for Entrepreneurs and Projects

The phase ofRAIC and BIC building up was finished in 1994 and the potential

for complete services provided to entrepreneurs was created in each region within

Slovakia. This unique network of RAICs (Regional Advisory and Information

Centres) and BICs (Business Innovation Centres), providing a system of

information :md advisory services, is connected with the European structures.

The goal of BAIC and HIC network is to contribute to the economic development

of the Slovak regions and facilitate competitiveness of products within the free

movement of goods and services in united Europe.

The strategic aim in the area of services is to achieve as high quality of

advisory and - counsening services as is usual in entrepreneurial agencies in

Western Europe. Thus enabling so that once the Slovak Republic is fonnally

associated with the European Union, RAICs and BICs will be linked into the EU's

SME support programmes.

The BICs short-term goal is to become full EBN members during the years

1995 - 1996. This can be achieved by fulfilment of certain conditions, the most

important among them is the effective "operation of business incubators. In the future

we expect that services for entrepreneurs will bring about increasing revenues for

entrepreneurs. Therefore there will be a possibility to increase the fees for services

while keep their advantages. The centres will continue activities such as consultancy in

business md financial plans writing, funding business plans, and tax, legal and

accounting advisory services. There is also a goal to broaden these basic services and

provide clients with .advanced advisory assistance to encourage_ business growth and

development (organisational development strategy, ~wth and organjsational"

structures of a firm, human resourceS development, payroll system as a tool for finn.

development, price policy, venture funding, TQM, etc.).

To provide entrepreneurs with a complete package of services there is a goal to

create mic:ro credit schemes on a regional level. These schemes will be managed
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directly by RAICs and BICs. The NADSME, as the institution which co-ordinates the

international and national support and funding of SMEs, has a decisive role in

achieving these goals.

The RAIC and BIC network will be responsible for implementation of the

national programmes and projects organised by NADSME, as follows:

- support loan programmes and financial quarantee schemes

- seed capital and risk investments

- SME information services (EICC, Subcontracting Exchange of Slovakia,

European information networks, participation on exhibitions and fairs)

- bilateral programmes of co-operation with Germany, Netherlands, Austria,

USA, Japan, etc.

- "Spin-off" project,

- etc,

The continual training of RAIC and DIC staff is necessary to secure and

develop all the activities outlined above.

RAICs and BICs are also responsible for solving, co-ordination anellor

implementation of SME support projects to meet the specific needs of the

respective regions (sectoral support of entrepreneurs, business incubators, etc.).

One of the most effective centre activity is training. and seminars for

potential entrepreneurs interested in starting a business as well as for existing

entrepreneurs. These trainings are up-to-date and developed to meet current regional

'needs. A special project will be developed for unemployed, who are interested in

business opportunities. This programme will be accomplished in co-operation with the

French company C.E.P.AC. Soissons and the EU Programme "Partnership In

Institutional Building".

As of 1995 RAICs and BICs are building up their satellites and/or supporting

l~cal initiatives as a part of a special project. The-mm of this particular project is to

cover the. whole territory of Slovakia with a comprehensive system of services-for

SMEs. The contract concluded between a Business Advisory Centre (these centres are

at present linked with the District Offices of general state ~dministration) and the

closest RAlC/BIC, enables a utilisation expanding current capacities within the

11
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Business Advisory Centres. Because of the good reputation of RAIC/BIC and their

position in the regions they will be instrumental in the synergetic implementation of

the following PHARE projects and programmes:

support of export, technology transfer, creating favourable conditions for

foreign inve3:tment, cross border co-operation, regional development, etc.

3•.1.2 Funding

During 1994 a new system of RAIC and BIC funding was developed and

piloted. Under this new system funding will be made towards services provided

by the centres. This system enables the centres to continue provide specific services

free of charge or for a partial fee.

The aim is to achieve a financial autonomy, as PHARE funds are slowly

reduced. This can be achieved by increasing income from local resources, state

resources, clients' .fees~and by linking with the European Union programmes. We

consider a diversificatlon. of funds as very important component of autonomy. We

expect funding to develop as follows:

a) PHARE - funding towards services provided to entrepreneurs

PHARE funding for services provided to entrepreneurs will be decreasing. As
" "

PHARE activities in"the Slovak Republic conclude, this income will be zero. It is

necessary to manage this decrease in funding through a step by step process to

avoid a sharp drop of income, that could bring about a resulting sharp rise offees

for services.

b) PHARE - proiect funding

We expect increased funding from PHARE for""project" activities in the Slovak
- "

Republic in co-operation with the Delegation Office of the ~uropean Union.

Development of specific "projects will be in accordance with the goals of the EU "

and PHARE programme. The RAICs and aICs will benefit from these special

"project" funds." The projects are expected to broaden the range and quality of

12



services to S1v1Esand to bring existing SME know-how to areas newly covered

by centres' satellites and/or co-operating local initiatives.

c) State Budget

Funding from the State Budget is expected to increase at rate th~t by the year

2000 it will account for approximately 35 - 40% ofRAIC and BIC income. The

State Budget should provide funding for free of charge services and partially paid

services. To meet this goal, the presentation ofRAIC and HIC work results must

be increased and more effective. It is important to utilise state funds so the

centres will achieve the concrete results. These results must be marketed in a

"success story", so that funding from the State Budget increases continuously

between now and the year 2000 ..

d) Local resources

Local financial resources for RAIC and BIC funding should be increasing as

well. The presentation of results on a local level is very important as well as the

everyday dialogue between the centres and municipalities, so the RAICs and

BICs will become an important part of regional policy.

e) Clients

We expect increasing income from client fees. It is necessary to improve the

quality and professional level of services as well as the range of services, so in

spite of the higher price they will be advantageous for clients. The quality of

services must be at the same level as services provided by similar advisory

agencies in the EU member countries. This quality of services must be

guaranteed for clients through a unifonn set of standards. Therefore it is

important to continue the training ofRAIC and BIC staff.

f) European Union
- -

Institutions like RAIes and BICs have an ~mportant role in developed European

countries. We expect that the RAres änd BICs will continue in their activities

after the Slovak republic establishes an association with the European Union.

Therefore the centres will obtain an opportunity to take part in SME support

programmes of the European Union, that will then be accessible to Slovakia.

13



Following charter (Charter 1) shows the development of RAICs and BICs

funding in the fhture.

Expected utilisation of PHARE funding and opportunities at present to secure

financial resources while RAlC and BIC function is maintained.

Activity Result Target Group Financial Benefit
Institutional Increased quality Clients Increased
Funding of services Public income from

Success stories Authorities clients
Income from
public resources

Project fimding Broader range of Clients Clients fees
sefVlces
Know-how Top Authorities Increasing state
allocation of Slovakia share of funding

Training Increased quality Clients Clients fees
sefVlces

CCH>peration To obtain know- EU Programmes Participation in
withEU how SMEsupport

- programmes of
- theEU
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Survey of needed funds for activities of RAICs, BIes, their satellites and co-operating
local initiatives in the area of SME support from PHARE funds in 1996-2000

(OOOECU's)

ActivitvlY ear 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Total

RAIC servIces 390 325 260 195 130 1300
(13 centres) projects 1 750 690 590 490 300 2820

SIC servICes 120 100 80 60 40 400
(4 centres) projects 2 390 410 400 380 350 1930

RAIC/BIC
staff training
Entrepreneur 450 450 450 400 300 2050
training

Enterprise
workspace 1500 2000 1000 4500

Regional micro 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 10000
credit schemes
500000 ECU
per centre

Total 5600 5975 4780 3525 3120 23000

1RAIC satellites, TQM, concrete regional projects, CEPAC
2 selection of innovative companies, technology transfer, job creation for technical

university graduates, new BICs, concrete regional projects, CEP AC
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3.2 RAICs and Bles - the Basic Element of Re2ional Develooment At!encies

3.2.1 The Mission of the Regional Development Agencies (RDA)

The RDA networks support regional economic development in all member

countries of the European Union, and during the last years they have also been

established in the Eastern and central Europe countries.

The European Association of Regional Development Agencies - EURADA

defines the Regional Development Agency as "...any functioning institution the mission

of which is to develop activities in collective and/or public interest in a particular

territory. Therefore the RDA has to be connected with local and/or regional

authorities, concerning their managing, funding and task defining. In addition, the

territory which RDA works in, must be of significant size. It is understood this territory

is smaller than the territory of establishing country."

RDA main activities are as follows:

• counselling and assistance for entrepreneurs

• counselling and assistance f~r start-up businesses

•. dev1elopmentof various studies concerning economic sectors

• maintenance of databases on regional entrepreneurs

• maintenance of databases defining premises and land available for

business and entrepreneurship development

• databases on assistance programmes for entrepreneurs and enterprises

• or~;anisationof entrepreneurs participation in fairs and exhibitions

• restructuring of companies

Other activities ofRDA:

• support of export-oriented companies

• advisory services concerning tax-exemptions

• partial payment of rent for entrepreneurs, on a needed basis

• purchase of premises suitable for entrepreneurship

• running of subcontract exchanges

• establishment and management of technology parks and centres

• environment preservation
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provision of loans and guarantees

The above listed activities show that the work of RDAs focuses on stimulating

the economic development in the region both by creating job opportunities (internal

potential) and/or by improving the regional advantages for foreign investors (external

potential).

From a legal point of view, the RDAs are public institutions which are

established by "bottom up" approach. The private sector as well as the public sector

(regional and local public administration, entrepreneurs, banks, etc.) are represented in

these agencies.

3.2.2 Role of the RAIC and HIC network in the establishment of the RDA

At present RAICs and BICs as business centres support SMEs and thus

considerably con~bute to regional development. Therefore these business centres have

the potential"to expand their work and perfonn additional activitieswhich are included

in the RDAs mission. A brief summary of the RAICs' and Bles' activities is given

bellow:

• established by the "bottom up" approach as public institutions in which regional

administrative b.odiesare represented. Thus centres secure partnership between the

public and private sectors in a respective region

• supported by the EU PHARE Programme through the National Agency for

Development of Small and Medium Enterprises (NADSME) and as such they are

able to receive funding from other programmes and/or funds

• the. centres' work focuses on SME support and solving the problem of

unemployment is one of the main criteria fo~their work

~ centres' staff consist of skin workers who are-trained in allmentioned areas

by foreign experts and they are experienced in communication with international

institutions

• centres are very well equipped and have the best quality technical and office

equipment
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• centres have built:databases in their respective regions that are regularly updated

The RAICs and BICs can act as a Regional Development Agencies, as long as

their activities are replenished with an autonomous plan. This plan shall facilitate a co-

ordination of multi-sectoral activities with a special stress, in addition to the SME

support, on the development of an infrastructure and human resources. An example of

this solution has belen developed in the Region of "Horoa Nitra". The "Council for

Development of the Region of Homa Nitra" decided not to establish a new RDA

institution but implement, into the already successfully developing BIC Prievidza, the

element of multi-sectoral co-ordination. This way BIC Prievidza was ahle'immediately

to work on Programme tasks and project co-ordination according to the Council's

resolution. The SIC hired two employees experienced in regional development strategy

to facilitate this work.

The advantages of broadening the RAIC and BIC activities to include general

co-ordination of regional development, results in a synergy of matching .fund

utilisation. This means that financial resources from different sources can be attracted

and used for implementation of concrete development projects in the respective

regions. The matching funds could be as follows:

- on intemationallevel - PHARE (Human Resources Development Fund,

Labour Market Restructuring Programme, support of regional

development, etc.)

- bilateral co-operation funds on a regional level

- state funds (state budge~ financial credit programmes)

-IQcal funds (regional investment fund, micro-credit scheme)

18
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